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Official Publication Of The
Hang Gliding Federation of
Australia
kySailor appears 12 times per year
as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the
s ubscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95 Airmail.
Cbeques should be made payable to
and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations
are all acceptable although the editor
and the HGFA Board reserve the right
to edit or delete contributions where
necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT
be published All contributions should
be accompanied by the contributor's
name, address and HGFA number for
verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or opinions presented in Sky~i1or.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other
contributions is vested in each of the
authors in respect of their contribution.
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ALL SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Marie J etTery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8vm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and whi te, colour photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped, self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following
month's Issue!) for contributions,
market place, etc. Market Place are
free to DII.Iw;l.!l members - please
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is applicable for commercial
operators.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are:
Back cover
Full page
Half page
Quarter page

$225
$150

$ 75
$ 40

All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work
incur additional cost.
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All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating forms and other
administrative mailers should be sent
to:
Hang Gliding Federation Of
Australia
Executive Director:
Ian Jarman
PO Box 558
TIJMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
Fx/AH Answer Machine n59 474328

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (F AI) through the Australian Sports
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.

President: Rohan Grant
002311112 H, 002 337638 W ,
002333311 Fax
Operations Manager
Craig Worth, Pb/Fx 065 592713
Mobile: 018 657419

For information about site ratings,
sites and other local matters, contact
the appropriate state association/region or club.
Vice-president:
Andrew Humphries, 42 Cunningham
Tce, Daglish WA 6000, 09 3816053,
09 3882401 Fx, 018 917537
Secretary: Sbaun Keene, PO Box
81, Lyons ACT 26n5, 06 2998792 H,
018697820W
Treasurer: Mark Pike, PO Box 179,
Altona Nth Vic 3025,052821096 H,
052 279348 W, 052279497 Fx
Board Member & Competitions
Committee contact: Paul Mollison ,
8 Brown St, Adamstown NSW 2289,
04957a216 H, 049 499199W, 049
499395 Fx
Board Member: Michael Zupanc,
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld
4301,078142113
Board Member: Robert Woodward,
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA
5035,082977532 H, 00 2325405 W,
08 224n500 Fx
Board Member: David Lamont, PO
Box 6, Proserpine Qld 4800, 079
461157 H, 079452575 Fx
Board Member & Women's
Committee contact:
Jenny Ganderton, Boganol, Henry
Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871,
n58 537220 H, 068 537220 Fx
Paragliding Convenor
Ken Mitchelhill, 14 Wills Ave,
Mount Waverley Vic 3149,03
8879173 H, 03 2882497 W, 03
4162676 fax
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin
Magennis, PO Box 291 Laurieton
NSW 2443, 018 181017
PHG Registration: Neville Hoger,
Mackay CJ79 577142 (Forward PHG
Registrations to HGFA Office, Tumut)
PHG Public Relations contact:
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042
941031 ph/fxJtam
Coaching Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager
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COVER PHOTO
Flying B1ackheath April 1994 - photo by Godfrey Wenness

CREDITS

Cartoons
Typing & Layout
Printer

Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling 029131294
Sec. Ian Duncan
029189962
Treas. Glenn Salmon 02 9180091
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603
Sec. Gary Lilley
0629253a2
Pres. Phil Robinson
018625181
SSO. Grant Heaney
062941466

States & Regions

Nth Qld:
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q
4740. Pres. Dave Lamont: CJ79
461157; Secffrs: Ron Huxbagen
CJ79552913

Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel (042) 971923

HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth 6151
Pres Danny Byrne: 09 4449920 H,
09 3167628 W;

Julius Makk & K Roberts
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus, Ballina

Sec Jim Sherlock: 09 3285754 H, 09
4580710W
V1cHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran 3181
Pres Rob Van Der Klooster: 052
223019 AH, 052 272523 BH;
Sec Tony Hughes: 052438245 AH,
052641091 BH
TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres, West Launceston
7250. Sec. Steve Cameron: 003
311561 H
SAHGA
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000
Ph 08 213n560, Fax 08 2117115
Sec. Steve Hoeffs: 00 452487 H, 00
2595991 W, Fax 08 2597115 W
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CLUBB
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres Warwick Gill
070563333
Sec Kevin Gilligiln
070553343
Nev Akers
070512438 W
Capricorn
Skyrlders Oub Inc
Pres Brian HampsCII
0791265T1
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club Inc
Pres. Nick Dillane
075991363
Sec. Dean Hone
07 2066597
SSO. Ken Hill
075435631
Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 478
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colan MeGree
079722477
018770912
Sec. Sandra GellIDlell
079750232

Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Pres. Graeme Hall
074497490w
Vice-Pres Steve Johnson
074461206
Sec. Pat Roberts
074415206
Treas Peter Roberts
074471121
SSO.Dave Cod<rnan
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc Inc
Pres Brad Cooper
077 792853
Vi ce-Pres Graham Beplate
077 732913
Sec Robin Dawson
077 890284H
077 819432W
SSO Graeme Ethertcn
077 733580
Gary Rogers
077 792645
Whitsundays HG CL
Pres. Greg Gunni ng
079 598445
Sec & SSO Ron Huxhagen
079 552913
New Soutb Wales

Byron Bay HG Club Inc
Pres Peter Ai tken
066853358
Sec. David Smi th
066843502
SSO. Peter Ai tken
066853358
meet 1st Wed ea month
Central Coast HG Club
(NSW)
Pres Garry Moolston
043344866
Sec Paul Gi bbs
043341919
Site Officer Duncan Brown
043342406
2nd D.!..I:i Tuggerah Lakes
Mem Club
Central West HG Club
Pres Len PatCII
068537220
Sec. Jeon y GandertCII
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
0636229T1
Cbristian Flyers
Ian Lobb
S tanwell Park
042941656
Cudgegong VaDey HG
Club

Sec. Marl< Cafe
063 791310
SSO. Bruce Bareham
063 791310
Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. Jim Parscns
065 554077
Sec Steve TInscn
065 558091
065 545700W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065 540416
111awarra Hang
Gliding Club lnc
Meet: Moonlain Top Cafe,
Mt Keira 1st Wed
Pres Gea ge Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko AlpIne
ParaglidIng Oub
ProAnne McRitchie
064 576041
Sec. Allan Lehepuu
018484123
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064 567171
Lower Blue Mts HG
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PO Box 558, Turnut NSW 2720
Ph: 069-472888, F'x: 069-474328

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
049261829
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213800W
'PG' Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO. Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beacbes HG
Club Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
02 9711715
Sec: Ian Duncan
02 9189962
SSO. Forrest Park
02 450267
Stan well Pari< Club
Pres. Andrew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Naland
042942474
SSO. Keiran Tapsell
042942645
meet 7.3Opm 1st Sun
ea month Helensburgh
Workers ' Club
Sydney HG Club
Pres Clive Gilmoor
042941261
Sec Steve Hocki ng
02 3T14484

HGFA Merchandise - Support your sport!
Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back $19.95
Cap
9.00
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
6.95
Metal Lapel Badge
4.95
Car stickers
2.00
Embroidered badge
2.95

*** Topographic maps for all areas at di<icount prices *••

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts available for bulk purchases. Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted,
phone orders welcome. Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms:
payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.

HGFA Schedule of Fees
12 months (FULL) Membership
(Nth-NSW) 12 mths FULL Membership
(SA) 12 mths FULL membership
• PHG Pilots Operational Levy
Additional Family Member (12 months)
Rejoining Administration Fee
Short Term Membership (4 months)
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
Triaillnstructional Flight (TIF) 10 Days total available through instructors only
(12 issues) "Skysailor" Subscription (Nonfly)
Overseas (sent SAL)
Overseas (Sent Airmail)
FAI Licence
PHG Ops Manual
Comps Manual
Tow Manuals

Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
02 6236961
Sec. Michael Shyne
02 7243405
SSO. Nigel FeitCII
02 6282609

$125
$115
$135
$20
$50
$25
$45
$45
$15
$50
$65
$95
$5
$15
$10
$5

Sydney PG Club
Pres TIm Gearing
02 681725
Sec Rob Fakes
015237565
Treas TCllY HudsCII
02 5701130
SSO Mark Mitsa;
042674570
TamwortbIManiUa
HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
018416258
Richard Riley
067821073
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272

HG Club lnc
Pres & SSO John Adams
057 572945
Sec John Schilling
057 522694
Treas & PG Geoff White
057 561255
VHGA rep Peter Rq>er
037435365
Soutbern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
035438331 AH
lst Tues Anchor & Hope
Tav Church St RichmClld
Sky High PG Club
Pres Jeremy Torr
03770T175
Sec. Hamish Barker
038884863
1st Wed ea month Retreat
Hotel
226 NicholsCII St
Abbotsford
Western Victorian
Hang GlidIng Oub
Pres. Treva Crudin
037478752
Tres. Phillip Campbell
053 428569
Sec. Niccle Shalders
053 492174
SSO. Rchan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
mtJJth at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort
Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang GlidIngClub
Pres. David Drabble
093071816
Vice Pres. Rob Stevenson
093647872
Sec. Mike Field
094097903
Treas. Mi chael Derry
093415271
Bastion Sky Burns
Wyndham WA
Sec. Steve Pria
091611269 H
091611043 W
091 611279 fax
DalwaDInu HG Oub
Pres. Jonathan Back
093418328 H
093817094 W
Sec Mark ThCl"DPSon
093506750 H
094916949W
The Great Sandy
Desert HG Club
Pres. Ian Sallie
091798487 H
Sec Joe Langfad
091798655 H

Upper Blue Mts
HGClub
Pres Glen lbompson
063531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
047871480
Victoria
Eastern HG Club
Pres. Lance Sheppard
059623570 H
Sec. John Carter
037285203 H
SSO Harry Summons
059646055 H
Meet 3rd Wed York-OnLilydale, ulydale
North East V ictori an
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Another colour issue off to the press, with some very informative
articles indeed. I have a number of extremely good stories on hand which .
unfortunately couldn't be printed due to lack of space in September but
they will appear in subsequent issues.
Spring is here with the prospects of an excellent summer. lime to
check all the flying gear and get ready for some good flights. No doubt
the comp pilots who didn't go to Indonesia are getting prepared for the
first competition of the season, the popular Canungra Classic.
In this issue Godfrey Wenness gives us part 2 of his Radio Guide.
Part 3 will be delayed for a couple of months due to some changes in
regulations which are yet to be advised by Spectrum Management
Agency. Also Lex Jones has written a very infonnative guide to towing
procedures,just in time for summer flying.
Until next month, safe Circles,
Marie Jeffery

The air was still
While from its perch
The wild bird watched
With its senses keen
To find that rising air
That is seldom seen.
The ground was hot
And the driver ready
With sweat on my brow
I held my wings steady
Waiting for the right moment
To give the command.
Some leaves began to rustle
Dust began to rise
The bird took to flight
For it is wise
With its wings outstretched
It soon began to climb.

"Go, Go, Go!"
The 'line went tight
With only a few steps
I began my flight
Releasing now, turning hard
I circled towards the clouds.
The ground soon receded
The clouds were near
Suddenly I was joined
By a bird without fear
A beautiful, majestic eagle
With its wingtips flared.
Circling closely together
To cloudbase we soared
Until, with wings level
We turned no more
But headed out to share
The sky, where eagles dare!

THE WORLD'S BEST FEELING

• • •

1st: Tomas Suchanek: XTRALITE 147

1994

European
Championships
September 1994
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gliders). OR:
Class 2
Hang gliders having a rigid primary structureandan emptyweightofless than 70 kg, that
are not Class 1 gliders. (Classes are mutually
exclusive).

Civl Glider Class Definitions
I believe the proposal, published in the June
Skysailor, to amend the CIVLglider class definitions is crucial to the future development of
our sport, and am surprised that it hasn't generated more public debate. I hope at least there
has been private debate by those more directly
involved .
As the proposal now stands, it is clear from
a careful reading tha tthe classes defined are not
logically complete. The structure of the classes
should be such that all possible present and
future hang gliders fit in somewhere . This can
be done in a number of ways but it is essential
if future designers are to know where they
stand.

For example, what class would be a hang
glider wi th a rigid pri mary structure where pilot
weight shift was the primary means of control
in pitch and yaw, and a secondary means of
control in roll? Or a hang glider which relied on
movable aerodynamic surfaces as a primary
method of control in pitch, and a secondary
means of control in roll?

Soaring & Cross Country
Skills Weekend Courses
Location: Mt Buffalo area. Mt Emu. Fly
the most popular & consistent sites in
Australia, used by the world's best. Mountain
soaring that is safe for the advancing
novice-to-intermediate pilot.
Your Instructor: 18 years full time hang
gliding; 3 times World Championships
competitor; experienced XC pilot & senior
HGFA instructor. Australian Coaching Council
accredited.
Aims: To build good skills & learn safe
habits & techniques. To plan individuals'
further advancement.
Essential Equipment: A glider you are
familiar with (nov/int glider suitable), vario,
altimeter, ASI, UHF radio, logbook. A
determination to improve on your personal
level. Some radios & varios for hire/loan
available.
Dates: Ongoing weekends as demand
indicates. Towing & towing XC at Conargo
later in the season.
Cost: $50.00 / weekend, course only:
$100.00 / weekend, includes transport &
accommodation.

What class would be a hang glider which
used a non-movable aerodynamic surface as a
primary means of control? (for example differential ram air to cause asymmetric lift).

Class 3

What class would be a hang glider with a
semi-rigid structure? (eg pressurised fabric
wing or spars?)

I suggest that Class 1 should require weight
shift control in only one axis because to insist
on two axis control is going to unnecessarily
limit controllability of hang gliders in the future. Performance and wingspans will continue
to increase, and turbulence induced "Iock-outs"
will become a limiting controllability factor,
and a safety problem, if designers aren't allowed to use aerodynamic surfaces to aid or
replace weight shift for roll control. No doubt
there are plenty of people with vested interests
who will push to maintain to status quo however.

It is not hard to see the problems that could
be encountered here. And such problems could
easily be avoided with just more logical defini-

tions .
I also believe the definitions should stand
alone and be self-explanatory. Relying on interpretive material always raises the problem of
which bit do you read and give most weight to
- the definition itself, or the interpretive material? For example, the proposed definition for
Class 1 suggests that a ruddervator would be
OK if i t was a secondary means of control, yet
the interpretive material (as published in
Skysailor) suggests firstly that ruddervators
aren't allowed under any circumstances, and
then later, that they may be allowed if you could
fly without them (safely - or with risk and only
on a smooth day?). More than a little confusing,
I think.
A suggestion which more or less aligns
with the existing and proposed Class definitions is:

Class 1
Hang gliders having a rigid primary structure with pilot weight shift as the primary
means of control in a t least pi tch or roll .
Class 2
Open Class. Hang gliders having a rigid
primary structure and an empty weight of less
than 70 kg. (This would include all Class 1

Unchanged. (Leaving the problem of people putting press uri sed tubes inside paragliders
to be solved at a later date).

Hope this gets the grey matter worki ng and
the ink flowing.
Regards,

Peter Dall

Dear Craig
During your fact finding tour to the hang
gliding clubs last year, you mentioned to us that
the 3 string tow release was no longer recommended to use, although I still continued to use
mine unaware of the dangers involved with this
type of release.
I feel strongly enough about this matter to
inform you that all members who tow and use
this release should be advised to modify or
better still DESTROY them as it is all too easy
to hook up incorrectly .
My experience I will tell as follows:
On 30 July 1994 I was towing at Biloela.
On my fi rst tow, the weak Iink broke a t approximately 800 feet. The result in lost time caused

Graeme Hall is given a hang check by Bernie GonsaLves before
he and Nick Gahan Launch from Mt Widgee, Gympie, QId

School enquiries we/come

Dermot Meaney,
18 Tawonga Cres,
Mt Beauty Vic 3699

057572910
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me to become impatient as
the day looked to be a particularly good one and I was
anxious to get flying. Being
in a hurry, I allowed an assistant to connect up the release, being a 3 string
release, whilst I was fitting
my glider to the winch
trailer. A quick visual
glance gave me the indicator that all was OK with the
release, I then would myself
onto the drum and proceeded to take off.
On release at approximately 1200 feet, I attempted to release, and to
my dismay the release
jammed . I lost approximately 400 feet before I
could release, following the
correct procedure, winding
the rope up in a clear paddock and attempting
on several occasions to make the release free.
Upon landing, I investigated what went
wrong with the release. I found i twas extremely
easy to feed the 3rd string through the 1st string
and the 2nd string through the 3rd string, and
without fail, on testing this on the ground, the
release jams, although prior to releasing looks
to be correct.
My suggestions I put forward to you and all
pilots:
1. DESTROY release, which I have done;
2. Remove the 3rd string and convert to a 2
string release, al though I do not know
what the release pressure on the pin
would be like and this may cause other
problems unknown;
3 . Colour code the strings.
The most IMPORTANT lesson I have
learnt from this is to :
4. ALWAYS CONNECT YOUR OWN RELEASE MECHANISM.
Yours faithfully
Steve Gemmell

A view of Dalby, SE Qld by Tony Knight
HeUoIan
I'm writing in regards to Yarrahappinni
Mountain south of Macksville, north of
Kempsey on the mid north coast of NSW . Or
more accurately, the landing paddock situation
at Yarrahappinni, in front of the mountain.
I've spoken by phone to Craig Worth about
it, and he's sent some info on the HGFA insurance cover. In essence we have one paddock
left in which we have permission to land, and
that paddock has recently changed hands.
I've spoken to the owner about retaining
permission to land and he has asked for the
HGFA insurance paperwork. He also insists
that we land ina certain paddock and he wanted
that undertaking to be put down in writing.
I've agreed to do that and the photocopy of
the letter I sent him details what I wrote. This
new owner is a very straight talker and has told
me that he may yet withdraw permission without notice or argument. So I'd like to put a
notice to pilots intending to fly Yarrahappinni
into this Skysailor.
I'd like to inform pilots of the situation here
and to get into contact with me or Dale Davis

before thinking of flying
Yarrahappinni, so we
can show them the landing paddock. We don't
want any mix-up, we
want to keep it.
There l.S another
paddock we can land in,
but we do not have permission to do so . The
owner lives out of the
area and nobody who has
landed there that I've
spoken to has even been
challenged, or even seen
anyone on it. Itis actually
a much better paddock
than the one we have permission for, but I figure
it's best to keep all our
bases covered.
By the way, asking
visiting pilots to get in
touch with us before flying gives us somebody
to fly with . My phone number is (065) 695292
and Dale Davis's number is (065) 682551.
Thank you Ian for all your work for hang
gliding and thanks to Craig, Marie and all the
others who work for our sport and whom I have
yet to meet.
John Elliott

Dear Marie
As brand new Paraglider pilots we bounced
along to the Anchor & Hope last week for the
VHGA AGM . We weren't expecting anything
in particular other than to observe the administration side of our new sport, learn more snippets of general information from the
experienced pilots there, and have an ale or two.
Well, we asked a few flying type questions and
quenched a bitmore of our thirst for knowledge
and we had our two beers to quench the other
thirst. So far two out of three expectations met.
Eventually, over an hour late, the "official"
proceedings started . Not that we could easily
tell because we couldn't hear much from the

THE XTRALITE FEELING • • •
1st: Dave Adams: Spanish Nationals 1994
2nd: Tomas Suchanek: Pre-World, Ager, Spain 1994

Tue mOyeS InnULITe
IS Tue mOST
POPULun cLioen
lUonLolUlDe~
September 1994
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Gliders flown Pre-Worlds '94:
50 Moyes

43 Xtralite

7 XS

35 Airwave

18 Klassik

17 K2-5

20 Wills Wing
10 Solar Wings
10Icaro

12 Ramair
5 Fever
10 Laminar

8 HP
5 Rumour

9 Enterprise
9 Airborne
5 Tecma
7

committee. They were not projecting well,
many people were still carrying on their own
conversations around the room and there was
noise from the bar thrown in. Not having any
form of written agenda to refer to and not being
able to hear properly, made it impossible for us
to fathom what was going on most of the time.
The person(s) supposedly running the meeting
made a couple of feeble attempts at bringing
about order, without success.
After more than two hours we were so
unimpressed with the whole thing that when it
came time to debate the name change of the
VHGA to the VHfGA we had decided we
would NOT be voting in favour of this motion.
We figured if this is the standard of play in the
VHGA we did not want the name of our sport
associated with it! The motion was carried anyway, so we sincerely hope the standard of administration displayed by the VHGA at the
AGM is not typical of it's dealings with the
HGFA, site owners, the public, or anyone else
we need to present a competent and professional image to.
We realise the committee are volunteers
generously giving their time and expertise,
however we're sure their efforts would be
worth much more if they employed basic meeting principles to communicate more effectively
with their members. Next time please try a
private room, a written agenda and a little discipline, to at least give the potential for an
efficient meeting.
Yours sincerely
Geordie Haig & Margie Stratton

Dear FeUow Pilots
I nearly fell off my chair when I read of the
supposed damage one of my letters did to our
cause. If this is true I 'm very sorry. It was never
my intent to do more than entertain and provoke
debate. I'll be even sorrier if, as a result of my

NOOSA
South East, Queensland

Microlight School
CAA Approved
* Trike Sales * Service * Instruction *
Accommodation available
Tuition 7 days

Bob Silver CFI
Joanne Millar P1

074 490065
018 708551
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ramblings, the decision is made to mdo more
edi ting. CAA is indeed our Big Brother.
My cryptic flippancy has brought me a
torrent of abuse and misunderstanding. OK,
maybe I asked for it, but let me set a few things
straight. I don't go out of my way to break the
law, and I don't hate all bureaucrats. I know
most of them work very hard trying to improve
our lot, and I respect them for it. My comments

about puerile idiots were directed at a very few
over-zealous safety officers, not at the administration in general.
That's it from me for a while. I'm going
incognito till the heat dies down.
Humbly yours
Geoffrey Martin •

The Hargrave
Centenary
Celebrations
by Kieran Tapsell
James Nathaniel has agreed to coordinate this
part of the celebrations. If anyone is interested
12 November 1894 was the date when
in pulling out their old glider and setting it up
flight came to Stanwell Park. On that day,
in the park with a brief written history of its
Lawrence Hargrave was the first person to fly,
make, model etc. We would appreciate your
not only in Australia but at Stanwell Park.
contacting James on 042.971.923.
On the weekend of 12 and 13 November
Another project which we have going is the
1994, there will be a Centenary Festival at
rebuilding of the Hargrave
Stanwell Park. There will
replicas which were debe an international kite flying competition on the "... we are looking for volun- stroyed in Munich in the
second World War. Our ulbeach, and a Fai rorganised
by the Friends of Hillcrest, teers with a talent for wood- timate aim is to have these
on permanent exhibition in
the Hargrave family home
work and model making,
the various buildings in
at Stanweli Park which is
and
with
some
spare
time."
"
Stanwell
Park, such as the
currently being restored. In
restaurants. There are
addition, there will be a
something like 120 models
dinner at Hillcrest at $35
to be bui It. So far, we have built 3 replicas, one
per head in the evening of Saturday 12 Novemof them being the quite large Hargrave Hang
ber. Anyone who wishes to attend this should
Glider.
contact me as soon as possible.
As the Lawrence Hargrave CommemoraOn display will be replicas of Hartive
Association is a voluntary Association,
grave's box kites, a number of smaller
without
any outside funding, weare looking for
aeronautical models and a full scale repvolunteers with a talent for woodwork and
lica of the hang glider he built in 1894 model making, and with some spare time, who
the first Australian hang glider. This repwould like to assist us in this very worthw~ile
lica is now on display in the Australian
project. Some of models are quite small, being
Naval Aviation Museum in Nowra pendgliders powered by rubber bands and displayed
ing finding a permanent home for it in
on the $20 note . The only "reward" that the
Stanwell Park. The School of AeronautiAssociation can offer is a plaque to be attached
cal Engineering at Sydney University will
to the replica on display acknowledging the
display the model of the Hargrave plane
maker's generous contribution. It may be that
which came second in an international
some local businesses would also like to make
competition in Canada for a pre-1903
a contribution to the cost of materials and laplane. If the winds are favourable, there
bour in return for some permanent advertising
will be a re-enactment of Hargrave's hisattached
to the replica on display.
toric flight on the beach.
If
any
readers with a bit of spare time are
The centenary is an excellent opportuinterested
in
making one of these replicas, and
nity for us to put on exhibition a whole
if
any
local
businesses
are interested in making
series of hang gliders to show its developa
contribution
to
the
project
in return for some
ment, since Hargrave's historic attempt in
permanent advertising, the Association would
1894.
appreciate your contacting me on 042 94 2645
We have no doubt that many pilots
(Phone or Fax) or 02 521-6000 during business
have old gliders stuck in the garage, which
hours . •
could become part of our exhibition .
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Entry fee will be $50 and entry will be limited to 30 pilots with priority
given to National Ladder pilots.
Post entry fee now to Stuart Andrews, PO Box 1, Thredbo Village NSW
2627 phone 015 269602 or fax 064 576153.
Please note that if Tuesday 6 December is required to complete the Vic
Open then the Corryong Cup wi II commence on Wednesday 7 December.

Sunshine State Paragliding Open

Australian Competitions
Eungella 94
Dates: September 24 to 2 October

CANCELLED DUE TO POOR RESPONSE
SOCIAL FLY IN ONLY
For further information phone Mark Stevens 070 313253 or Warwick
Gill 070553193

Manilla Mug
Dates: 1-3 October (long weekend NSW)
Entry fee $20 includes presentation dinner.
Registration at the Royal Hotel on Saturday morning or on the hill.
Phone Bill Olive 049 213800 W.

1994 Canungra Classic
Dates: 8-15 October, 16 October as reserve
Prize money: $5000 - $10000 cash + major prizes
Venue: Canungra area, SE Queensland
For more info contact Dave StaverlLinda Riggs 075 435859 or Ken Hill
075435631

1995 Victorian Spring Competition
Hang gliding: 29-31 October & 1 November,
12-13 and 26-27 November 1994 at Ben Nevis,
Mt Lonarch, Elmhurst, Sugarloaf, Ben More
(HQ at Raglan Reserve)
Paragliding: 5-6,19-20 November, 3-4 December at Elmhurst, Ben More, Ben Nevis, Sugarloaf, Mt Lonarch (HQ at Raglan Reserve)
Grades: Open and C grades
Entry requirements: Open to HGFA members
with a minimum of Novice plus Alpine rating
Entry fee: $20
Contact Rohan Holtkamp 053 492845

Victorian Paragliding Open
Bright NE Victoria
Friday 2 December to Tuesday 6 December 1994
Enquiries: Ken Mitchel hi II 038879173 H

Corryong Paragliding Cup
Tuesday 6 December to Sunday 11 December
1994
This will be a National Ladder Competition and
will be your last chance to impress the selectors
before the Austral ian team is selected for the next
World Championships . Compulsory equipment
will include UHF radio, listening out on Channel
18, reserve parachute, camera and minimum
HGFA intermediate paraglider rating.
Headquarters will be at the Corryong Hotel
and a compulsory pilot briefing will be held at
8 .30 am Tuesday 6 December.

September 1994

16-18 December 1994, hosted by Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding club and
Sunshine Paragliding
Locations: Rainbow Beach, Teewah Beach and hinterland sites to suit
conditions. Fun tasks for all pilots.
For more information interested pilots should phone 015158745 or 018
754157

Rainbow Beach Comp
December27-311994
This comp is designed for the novice to intermediate pilot as well as
accommodating for advanced pilots. We hope to see a good show for this
fun competition this Christmas .
For further information please contact the Sunshine Coast Club.

1995 Corryong Cup
7-11 January 1995
Entry fee: $40 includes FREE smorgasbord and drinks. Must be paid on
7th January by 10 am at the Court House Hotel, Corryong.
Requirements: Advance rating or intermediate with logged inland experience. Member of the HGFA.
Equipment: altimeter, camera, freshly packed parachute, 1:250,000 map
of Tallangatta

Please Note: This competition will be limited to 60 pilots only so please
contact James Nathaniel to confirm your attendance on 042 971923.

1995 Victorian Hang Gliding Open
7-14 January 1995 with registration deadline: 9 am 7/1/95

Pocket a
P65 today!
"The Philips P65 UHF CB
Portable is a compact, serious
transceiver which offers a host
of userfriendly features
combined with blistering
performance. "
CBACTION

For a detailed brochure plus
information on our introductory
offer, contact the specialist
dealer, Melbourne Paragliding
Centre on 03 882 4130 or write
to PO BOX 3010 Auburn, 3123.

PHILIPS
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Location: Mt Cole area, ineluding Mt Lonarch, Ben
Nevis, Ben More, Elmhurst
and Sugarloaf (HQ at Raglan

Protest fee: $30 for each protest
Films: additional films $5
Contact Rohan Holtkamp,

Recreation Reserve)
- ...........,~~§;~~~Tti~ ~~::~~~~~~~zgjlll::::::::;iiI VHGA Competition Director,
Objectives: to select the 1995
J
RMB 236B Trawalla 3373
Victorian Hang Gliding
Bogong Cup Hang
Champion, and to improve the
Gliding
Competition
competi tiveness of Victorian
pilots . To improve on the time
Note! These are the corof 55 minutes for the Mt Cole
rect dates. The dates pubChallenge triangle, which was
lished
earlier
were
last won by Gerry Gerus back in 1992!
incorrect!
Grades: Open, Band C grades
Date: 28 December 1994 to 5 January 1995 inclusive.
Location: North East Victoria
Daily Program: 10.00 morning pilot briefing
Prizes: We will again have excellent prizes (as in other years) for all
12.00 pre-flight briefing
grades and our famous "out of the cup" harness prize.
12.30 1st pilot ready to launch
20.00 notification of landing details to scorer
Sites: Mt Emu 1 & 2, Tawonga Gap, Mt Buffalo and possibly some new
21.00 preliminary results posted
sites if we can get them prepared in time.
Prizes: trophies and donated products will be awarded to the 1995
Headquarters: Mt Beauty/fawonga
Victorian Champion and 1st, 2nd and 3rd in Open, Band C grades.
Maximum entries: 120
Entry requirements: Open to HGFA members with a minimum of Format: XC task around photo tum points; timed launch and goal.
Novice plus Alpine rating
Allocation ofplaces: 60places reserved for Austral ian pilots on a national
ladder basis; 30 places reserved for international pilots on PIRS basis; 30
Entry fee: $50

....

A Notice to all Members of the
N.S.W. NORTH REGION
A year has passed since our lastAGM and therefore it is again time to elect office bearers for the coming year. The present co=ittee has decided
to seek nominations by post for the positions of President, Secretary & Treasurer from any member wishing to do so. Please forward all nominations
to: Ian Duncan, 13 Brindisi Place, Clareville NSW 2103.
We will arrange to have all nominations displayed in Skysailor so that votes ca n be placed in the following month .

...,

Northern NSW Region
Nominee

Seconded

President

(...................................................................)

(...................................................................)

HGFA#

(...................................................................)

(...................................................................)

Phone #

(...................................................................)

(...................................................................)

Treasurer

(...................................................................)

(................................................................... )

HGFA#

(................................................................... )

(................................................................... )

Phone #

(................................................................... )

(................................................................... )

Secretary

(................................................................... )

(................................................................... )

HGFA#

(................................................................... )

(................................................................... )

Phone #

(................................................................... )

(................................................................... )

Nominations close 10 October 1994
10
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places reserved for Austral ian' C' grade pilots on recei pt of en try fee. All
places allocated from entries received on 31 October 1994, thereafter any
places left will be allocated on receipt of fees regardless of ladder
"
position.
Full refund applies until 30 November 1994; thereafter 10% administration deduction applies.
Note: If you wish to claim a place via your Australian or PIRS ranking
your registration fee must be received no later than the 31 October 1994.
Registration fee: $120
Other requ irements: I ntermedia te rating or equivalent; reserve parachute
mandatory; Australian Federation membership mandatory, licensed
UHF radio recommended. Databack cameras are NOT needed.
Registrations and enquiries to : Bogong Cup 1995, Mt Beauty Information Centre, PO Box 27, Mt Beauty Vic 3699 . Phone Australia 057
573172 and fax 057 571268.

Forbes Flatlands 1995
(including Australian Nationals)

developed each day for all pilots who clai m at least the start gate so that
scores can be updated and finalised as soon as possible. GPS will be
permitted.
Entry fee includes information booklet, first film and developing, last
night party and prize giving breakfast.
Our aim is a break-even budget. Any prize money will be due to greater
entry numbers than anticipated or reduced costs from budget estimates.
Send entries to "Forbes Flatlands" to Len Paton & Jenny Ganderton,
"Boganol", Henry Lawson Way, Forbes 2871. Please remember to
include your address, phone no. and other team members.
Further information phone/fax 068 537220.

Paragliding Flatlands
Saturday 28 January to Sunday 5 February 1995
Location: Forbes Central NSW
Enquiries : Peter Champion 02 504023 H

Australian Paragliding Nationals

17-26 January 1995 inclusive
Registration & practice 15 & 16 January
Prize giving breakfast 27 January
10 days of fantastic flying; improve your personal best! Tasks will be set
to break FAi records when possible .
Entry fee $150 if received before 30 November 1994, $165 thereafter.
Minimum of four paid entries per team to reserve a strip . Pilots' responsibility to organise themselves into a team. The maximum capacity of the
two tow paddocks is 40 teams . Open to intermediate and advanced pilots
with tow endorsements .
Remote photographic start gates will be used again due to the relative
success last year. This means data back cameras WILL be needed. It is
possible to compete without one, but a disadvantage. A film will be

Date: Wednesday 8 to Wednesday 15 February 1995
Location: Manilla, north central NSW
Enquiries: Lee Scott 065565265

Overseas Competitions
'Popstar' 4th Flight Fantasie Festival in Rio Cup
1st Popstar Carnival in Rio
Venue: Rio de Janeiro Brazil
Date: 11-12 February 1995
Contact Eduardo De Souza, Av.N .S. de Copacabana, 680-s . 40422.050030 Rio de Janeiro RJ Brazil, tel. 005521-255-5590, fax 005521-2553644 •

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Come have a flying holiday with us
on Queensland's beautiful
Sunshine Coast, only 1 hour north of Brisbane.
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

•

~

~

~
~

Trike training on docile Pegasus XL
- very reasonable rates
- mostly one on one intensive training
Camping or motel accommodation at a Bundaberg
training facility.
Sales Solar Wings - Pegasus agent
XL from $16,000
Quantum from $21,000
Q2 and Quasar
Quantum and Cross Country Endorsements
Accessories: map holders, trike covers, fibreglass
pods. Materials for 95.10 home builders.

September 1994

•
•
•

Stan Roy, Proprietor
18 years as Hang Gliding Instructor
Senior PHG Instructor

Ph: 074459185
or 018 986796

Hang gliding: Novice & extension courses
Fast-tracking novice - intermediate airtime
Ground tow courses using safe pay-out winch
Aero tow courses using slow XL tug

Foot launch, dolly launch and car tow. Also platform launch .
Coastal and inland flying
Punters/Jelly flyers: Special conversion course
Fly those shallow and restricted take offs that elude you
Cross country flights that you dream of
Solve your penetration problems
Don't stagnate - extend yourself!
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The ICOM "GX" ... I
Brilliant!
I
I
Light-years ahead of all I
other UHF radios the I
new ICOM GX is a reI
markable little radio.
I
Smaller, lighter & more I
features than any other I
UHF radio. Why not dis- I
cover the innovative features for yourself !
I
I
" New ergonomic
I
lP'U~~il
design.
I
iI~~9; ""Smaller
size.
I
2570 lighter
than the 40G .
I
" Free Selcall
I
installed.
I
" Programmable
one touch scan. I
" ICOM 12 month
I
guarantee.
I

tCOM!

Report
Spring is on us and the prospect of a great
been required to initiate several such actions
flying season. By the time you read this I will
against members, the most recent following a
have hopefully caught up with my office duties
number of complaints against a PHG Chief
and be out and about, spending as much time as
Flying Instructor. The procedures outlined in
possible with instructors and our pilots in genthe HGFA Rules (Constitution) were followed
eral. At long last the Civil Aviation Authority
and the end result was the cancellatIon of the
have granted approval for our Operations Man- . CFl's Instructor Certificate by the HGFA
ual, though to gain approval they required
Disciplinary Tribunal. The instructor apmany amendments, in fact 76 of the 80 pages
pealed against this decision, after which the
HGFAAppeals Tribunal upheld the decision of
have been amended! As there also has been a
num"ber of amendments made to the PHG Opthe Disciplinary Tribunal but allowed the instructor to train as a Pilot Instructor under a
erations Manual, and much information is duplicated in the two manuals, it has been decided
PHG Pilot Examiner, after a suspension period
to combine the two and re-issue them as the one
of three months.
manual, this will be less costly to the HGFA in
the long term. I hope to have the new manual
issued before the end of the year.

Parachutes
In my August report last year I said thatthe
HGFA recommended repack period for parachutes had been changed back to one year, this
was adopted to better retlectcommon practices.
Whilst going through the Operations Manual
requirements with Mike Cleaver of the CAAit
became apparent that the Civil Aviation Regulations specify that ALL EMERGENCY
AND RESERVE PARACHUTES MUST
BE REPACKED EVERY THREE
MONTHS! To vary HGFA recommendations
in this regard we would need to be able to show
just ca use as to why hang gliding should differ
from all other forms of aviation! This being a
rather daunting prospect, it has been decided
that the HGFA therefore adopt the standard
recommended repack period of THREE
MONTHS!
There has been some confusion as to what
is meant by a "parachute repack". This is to
completely take the parachute out the deployment bag, hang it for a day or two so that any
creases in the canopy orlines areeliminated and
repack it. The rubber bands must be inspected
and replaced if they are at all perished. If you
are unsure of repacking your own parachute,
have it repacked by a qualified rigger. If you
have not had your parachute repacked recently ,
NOW IS THE TIME to have it done, in readiness for the summer season!

A hang glider pilot, Randell Pedley, was
killed at Ulladulla on the NSW south coast and
our sincere condolences go out to his wife and
two children. Though an official report is not
yet to hand, it appears he stalled his glider after
losing height on his first pass along the small
coastal ridge, turning back into the hill . Randell
was a Novice/Restricted pilot. He had not flown
for a while and in his eagerness to some airtime,
went flying without any other pilots. He possibly expected to be able to soar the hill, slowing
the glider in an attempt to reduce his sink rate.
This poses the question as to whether this accident might have been prevented if other, more
experienced pilots had been there to discuss the
conditions and what lift might be available.

Disciplinary Action

Pre-flight Checks

Because of their limited resources, the
CAA have adopted the policy that all sports
aviation associations should control their individual field of operations, ensure that all operations are carried within legal requirements and
discipline their members when required . This
is obviously a difficult task and one which
nobody enjoys. Since my employment I have

Care must be taken when conducting
your pre-flight checks! A recent report details
an incident where a pilot had di fficulty controlling his intermediate glider, as the glider had a
extreme right hand tum. On landing he found
that the mylar insert in the leading edge
pocket had folded double over the entire
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"... it has been decided that the
HGFA ... adopt the standard
recommended repack period

of THREE MONTHS!"
I wish to sincerely thank the HGFA
members who give their time to sit on these
tribuna~. As I have already said, it is a chore
nobody enjoys, but one which must be done if
all HGFA members are to maintain and increase our present operational freedom.

Fatal Accident

I
I
590 I

Be Quick - Limited initial supply.
ICOM GX

ONL Y ..... $

I PLUS, Free extra Ni-Cad battery
pack September '94 only.
I ANSETT NEXT DAY' DELIVERY $16
I
I ICOM A20 HANDHELD
I Own an ICOM A-20 air-band radio
and fly legal!! Discount headI sets, Aircraft helmets & a wide
I range of accessories available.
I
A-20MK11 ONLY ... $ 660
I
ANSETT NEXT DAY" DELIVERY $18
I
UFM UPDATED CATALOGUE
I
OUT NOW - ASK FOR YOUR
I
FREE COpy!!
I
Order by phonelfax or mail with your
I
credit card. Cheque or COD also OK.
I
All prices quoted tax exempt.
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ULTRAUGHT FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182
NORrH BALWYN. 3104

(03) 431 - 2131
(03) 744 - 1305
24 HR FAX (03) 431-1869

~---

-- -

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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length of the leading edge, causing a bulge in
the leading edge which was not easily visible
without looking along the wing from the side.
Another report received detailed an injury
caused by an improper hang check, the hang
loop had been wound around a downtube
and not detected before take"ff!
A thorough preflight check must include
not only checking and touching each component, but looking at "the big picture". Stand
back and look!

Tow Releases
I refer you to the letter in this Skysailor
from Gladstone pilot, Steve Gemmell . Steve
describes a problem he encountered when his
three string release was incorrectly hooked up.
Please be conscious of the need to check all
your gear when towing, the potential for a
problem is ever present.
ALWAYS DOUBLE CHECK YOUR
WEAK LINK, BRIDLE AND RELEASE
SYSTEM, AND CARRY A HOOK KNIFE
• IF YOU NEED IT, YOU REALLY NEED
IT!

Accidents
Intermediate
Enterprise Wings Aero
Inland tow strip
2-6 knots, mild thermal
Broken elbow,

Pilot rating:
Hang glider:
Site:
Conditions:
Pilot injury:

dislocated shoulder,
fractured heel, facial
cuts
Bent keel, broken
Glider damage:
leading edge, bent speed
bar, small tear in sail
Description: Because theprevai ling wind was
90 degrees off the tow strip, when returning to
land the pilot made his landing approach
through a gap in a tree line (21/2 glider spans
wide) , still in prone and nearing the gap at an
al titude of about fa fiy feet, the pilot letgo of the
basebar and went forthe upright and in so doing
allowed the angle of attack to increase and the
glider to slow. The glider was then turned by
thermal turbulence and impacted a tree about
25 feet from the ground, breaking the leading
edge. The remainder of the glider damage and
pilot injuries were on hitting the ground below.
Lesson: It is never too early to get into hang
position, extra flying speed must be maintained
on landing approach to (:Qunter turbulence and
wind gradient. Leave a wide margin for error,
if obstacles are in your path, choose an alternate
landing area. It is better to carry your glider
across a paddock than have to find a
friend to pack up your bent and broken
glider while you go otT to hospital!
Pilot rating:
NovicelRestricted
Paraglider:
Edel Racer 27sq .
Site:
Inland hill
0-8 knots, mod. thermal,
Conditions:

Pilot Injury:

mod. turbulence
Compressed vertebra &
disc, compressed skull
fracture, tissue damage
Nil

Glider damage:
Description: Pilot approached landing paddock after 15-20 minute flight, on final at approx 100 ft AGL the glider was hit by a dust
devil, spinning the glider and collapsing 85%
of the wing. Too low to recover, too low to
throw reserve, pilot impacted ground and was
injured despite executing PLF (parachute landing fall) and the harness taking part of impact.
Pilot will sell canopy and buy one more suited
to his ability .
Lesson: Though this may possibly have been
unavoidable, had the pilot been flying a wing
more suited his ability hemay had more chance
of re-inflating the canopy. AVOID DUST
DEVILS AT ALL COSTS.
Three reports were received this month,
very similar to the following:
Pilot rating:
Student
Hang glider:
Moyes XT 165
Site:
Inland training site
Conditions:
7 knots
Pilot injury:
Dislocated elbow
Glider damage:
Broken leading edge,
two broken downtubes,
torn sail
Description: Student launched, turned

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CHALLENGER C
Demanding performance for the ambitious pilot - /ow minimum sink rate, high tJim speed,
'large speed range with flat polar curve due to a special speed system and easy handling
make the CHALLENGER C an exceptional paraglider for XC and competition flying.
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots,
challenging cross country flights and competitions.
COMPACT
Latest development in the new Advanced-intermediate dass with elegant look. Convincing
appearance and e\Ief simple launching characteristics besides uncritical flight behaviours typical PRO DESIGN features. "High performance is no more a privilege for competition pilots!"
COMPACT - the symbiosis of fun, know-how and brilliant performance.
For the ambitious recreational pilot

CHALLENGER CLASSIC
A firmly proofed conception of Intermediate Class Glider fills with enthusiasm! Well
balanced and simple characteristics with attractive performance. A special and easy to
handle speed system extends the speed range effidently and comes as standard.
CHALLEN~ER CLASSIC - for newcomers as well as recreational pilots who search for
stressless pleasure in flight
Huge range of demonstration, used and superseded canopies at prices starting from $800!

GARRY STEVENSON
10 Cantala Drive, Jan-juc, Vic, 3228, Phone 018 351389 BH, AHlFax 052 616555
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
September 1994
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Our Regulations Or Tbeirs
by Peter Bolton

Rohan Grant's article "What
Price Freedom" in July Skysailor
raised some interesting issues.
Firstly, freedom of speech versus the
approval of the authorities. It would
be interesting to know whether the
"protestations" from Canberra at
the set-back to the airspace negotiations came from the CAA themselves or from HGFA members who
are currently negotiating with CAA.
I know that the USHGA have had similar
problems with their airspace authority reading
their magazine and wondering why so many
XC fl ights reach a maximum of 17,999 feet.

to make a pass along the hill and went
prone. In Operations Manager's Report
continued...

Rohan seems keen to maintain freedom of the
press in Skysailor which is what a healthy
democratic organisation should have. Hopefully the CAA will realise that what they have
read is the opinion of one pilot in an organisation of over 2000. I'm sure that in G.A. circles
you could easily find one pilot with similar
attitudes, however GA pilots are not about to
have all thei r freedoms snatched away .

'we have HOW virtual~ ki[[w off
one complete braJ1ch ~ the sport}

naltiel:9 Freest:9le & Aerobatics,
pfcbabl:9tbe most spectacular aJ1~
mwi~/spectator frieJ1~l~ t~pe of
fl~l19 there is.'
In the past Australian air laws on hang
gliding have included some draconian regulations eg the infamous 300 feet ceiling. Triking
has suffered from similar restrictions . Not so
long ago trikes were not allowed to fly above
500 feet because it was "too dangerous"! Now
they are not allowed to fly .b.rlmY that height
because it's too dangerous .

so doing he raised the nose of the glider, inducing a stall and turning toward the hill. The pilot
Being subjected to such unjustifiable regucould not tum the glider back into wind and
lations can diminish one's respect for the law.
opted to land tail-wind on the face of the hill .
However if we don 't act to initiate the changes
Lesson: The student had been briefed to wait
we
wantthen one things for certai n, no one else
until he was well up and away from the hill
will.
before going into prone. He failed to concenIf you compare Austral ia with other civitrate on flying the glider whilst going prone,
lised
countries, the airlaws regarding hangglidlosing directional control . Before attempting
ing are still fairly stringent if you take into
prone flight it is essential to practice entering
account the amount of air traffic in the skies. If
the harness on the ground until such ti me as this
you fly cross country in the UK you are likely
can be achieved whilst still being able to conto share the air with a much greater density of
centrate on the prime job at hand - flying the
everything; free fliers, commercial flights, recglider! The pilot had seen other pilots going
reational GA pilots. Looking at the amount of
prone immediately after take off and assumed
airports,
danger areas and built-up areas there
he could do the same!
it's amazing that an XC flight is
are
to
avoid
Fly safely, Craig Worth.
, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---, possible at all, but
hundreds of fully legal ones are done
every fine summer 's
weekend. During the
week it ' s even
worse , wi th low level mili tary flights
buzzing the very hillsides from which
you launch . Everyone has been fearing
a collision between a
military jet and a
hang
glider

PROFESSIONAL

SAIL REPAIRS
PH/FAX (049) 499 222

Wingtech Pty Ltd
US/3D KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290

I......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--.J
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/paraglider since
these sports began

but, (I believe I am still right in saying this)
there has never been a collision between a hang
glider and a commercial or military aircraft
anywhere in the world .
In the US the air traffic density is also
several times that in Australia yet you can legally fly a hang glider at 14,000 feet over parts
of suburban Los Angeles. Even the thought of
a hang glider flight at 14,000 feet over suburban
Sydney is unimaginable in the current legislative environment.
I attended the HGFA convention in September 1992 and was a lone voice opposing the
restrictive nature of the regula tions which were
proposed and introduced, such as banning manoeuvres outside the certified envelope of your
glider. Did you know that if you crank your
wing up (in a good thermal for instance) to 61
degrees of bank or more then you are breaking
the law? Well bad luck, because you are. The
justification behind these moves was that "if
GA has a regulation on something then so
should we" . My viewpoint that most people
take up hang gliding to get away from all these
regulations fell on deaf ears. We have now
virtually killed off one complete branch of the
sport, namely Freestyle & Aerobatics, probably
the most spectacular and media/spectator
friendly type of flying there is.
Weare told that we can always apply for an
exemption to these regulations for a special
event, but how is our budding aerobatic/freestyle pilot supposed to practise? Is he
supposed to see that day of perfect conditions
28 days ahead and write to CAA requesting
permission to do a few wingovers at Stanwell
in a month's time and likewise for the next 4
weekends? I don't believe it has ever been
proven that aerobatic or freestyle flying has a
significantly higher accident rate than other
forms of hang gliding in Australia.
Having said all of this, when it comes to
gaining access to airspace, the CAAcan bevery
co-operative and approachable. As long as you
can tell them exactl y what you want and when
you want it, they can be very accommodating.
In Adelaide, we successfully negotiated permission to fly a coastal site within 10 km of the
international airport! All that is required each
time is a phone call to the tower before and after
flying . We have also experienced no problems
being granted access to a very large block of
airspace over 5000ft each year for our state
competitions, provided we apply long enough
in advance. There is of course the processing
fee (which smacks of renting out the sky) but I
suppose it was either that or the GST.
So, to sum up, we tread a fine line between
personal freedom of flight on the one hand and
our responsibilities towards self-regulation and
other airspace users on the other. We need to
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STATIC LINE TOW DRIVING
by Lex]ones, 63137

OVERVIEW
There are a number of factors all tow drivers must take into consideration before conducting their first tow of the day.
These are:
[1 Weather conditions
[2] Length diameter and type of rope
[3] Weight of the pilot and size of glider

[4] Towing experience of the pilot

[5] Takeoff technique of the pilot
After assessing these factors the takeoff tension, maximum tension
and flight is planned with each pilot.
Standard commands are used in a standard procedure.

[1] Conditions
The nil/very light wind situation. (0-4 kts)
The initial assessment must be 'Is the still wind the result of thermal
activity or ........ ?'
The nil/light wind tow is one of the easiest to drive - if there is no
thermal activity and you will not be towing up through a low level
inversion that has a strong wind above it.
The lack of turbulence and windspeed variation ensures that the tow
tension will only be influenced by glider direction changes and tow
vehicle speed changes.

work with the CAA to ensure our
voice is heard and our needs for a
low-cost relatively unrestricted

This takeoff calls for the tow vehicle to accelerate as quickly as
possible until the tow tension is at least two-thirds of the maximum tow
tension.
If a manual car is used you have a choice of two methods:
a) give it a quick boot in first then accelerate hard in second; or
b) boot it hard in first then only moderately in second.
There is no need to over-rev the engine of the car butthe acceleration
must be fast because the pilot can not run as fast as the takeoff speed of
the glider and needs to be plucked smoothly off the ground.
If using a four wheel drive back the tension off the rope until the rope
is lying on the ground right up to the car before starting the tow.
If using a two wheel drive an amount of bungee is put in the line
whereby the car is reversed until a two metre loop is drawn forward of
the hitch (or at rightangles to the hitch) . This allows the car to accelerate
initially with no line tension to inhibit it. The amount of bungee is
determined by the vehicles ability to accelerate quickly.
When there is thermal turbulence to contend with the driver must be
prepared to decelerate quickly if the glider flies into strong lift. The
tension will increase quickly as the glider's path diverges away from its
previous flight path and tries to increase the distance between it and the
car by going higher faster. Towing tensions are usually reduced by
10-15% to accommodate the presence of thermal lift.

Rule one:
The speed ofthe tow must be varied in direct proportion to the change

form of aviation are recognised
and acted upon by the law-makers.
•

SKY CYCLES YfY LTD
14 Northern Avenue
Moorabbin Airport, Mentone
Victoria Australia 3194
Telephone: 03 5875975
Mobile: 018 336346, Fax: 03 5875976
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New Products
With the Australian market in mind, Solar Wings aviation, in conjunction
with Sky Cycles Pty Ltd (Australia), have put together a weight shift
aircraft incorporating the toughness, reliability and value for money
required by the Australian pilot.
The Trail Blazer trike (manufactured for Australia) incorporates the Q2
15 metre wing with in-flight trim 45-65 mph (hands oft) and straight &
level of over 80 mph. The tried and proven Q2 wing as used ion the
Quantum and Quasar trikes is by far the most suitable wing available for
the rough conditions trikes need to endure in Australia.
The TrailBlazer trike base is modified Quantum design incorporating less
fibreglass, larger windscreen, tough tyres, modified easy rig system and
much more.

Standard trike features include:
.•

Powerful rear brakes (both wheels), an ahiolute must
Castoring steer~g in ball bearings. (A must for easy ground handling
and steady landmgs.)
• No rear wires, great for rough fields or long grass.
• Large wheels with light n05e wheel sta tic pressure (good soft ground
and beach use etc.)
• 3 wheel suspension (fully progressive) for the best ride over rough
terrain without compromise to stability.
Easy starting from inside the cockpit
Endur~nre of over 6 hours without refueUing (real cr05S country
potenbal) .
Together this trike/wing combination offers the toughest high performance trike yet ava ilable. The ergonomics and engineering of the Trail
Blazer leave nothing to be desired.
Your test fl ight is guaranteed to be a memorable one. Contact your nearest
Sky Cycles distributor for further information.

Priced fro m $19,995.00 plus freight
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A rule of thumb is that for an average wing
loading the maximum tension should not be
more than 110% of the pilots' body weight.
in the tow tension, eg
fast increase in tension, foot off accelerator brake hard if necessary;
slow inc in tension, back off accordingly.
When the glider flies into sink the tow tension will decrease as the
glider climbs higher slower (or actually sinks) and effectively decreases
the distance between it and the car .
As the car is accelerated to up to 80 kmlhr to maintain the correct
tension the driver must be prepared to brake hard if the glider flies into
strong lift.
When towing before the low level inversion has burnt off and the
atmosphere 'mixed down' beware of the shear layer and the effect of the
glider flying into air which may be too strong to tly safely in.

The moderate wind situation. (6-10 lets)
As wind speed increases a wind gradient is established and the air

becomes more turbulent. The severity of the turbulence is determined by
terrain and meteorological factors .
The driver must be prepared to decelerate as the glider flies through
the gradient into an increasi ng headwind and react quickly to tow tensions
changes. (see rule 1)
This takeoff calls for the tow vehicle to accelerate moderately until
the tow tension is haIf of the maximum tow tension. Beware of the wind
gradient.

The strong wind situation. (12-18 kts)
Where there is strong wind on the ground you must expect the wind
gradient to be significant. The nature of the wind (sea breeze, thermic,
cold/stable) will have an effect on the amount and presence of turbulence
- with cold/stable air being capable of exhibiting the most vicious
mechanical turbulence of all .
The presence or notof a shear level should be assessed for its possible
effect on the tlight. This takeoff calls for the tow vehicle to be accelerated
gently until the tow tension is one third of the maximum tension .
The glider will be tlying and weather vani ng in the wind before take
off.
It is important that the vehicle is only accelerated gently in order for
the glider to take off and penetrate the wind gradient slowly.
Remember that the force of the wind and thereby the effect of
turbulence increases in proportion to the square of the windspeed .
Be prepared to use reverse gear if necessary .
[2] Rope
The composition, length and diameter of the rope all contribute to
the elastic nature of the static line tow. It is important that there is a
considerable degree of elasticity at the maximum towing tension.

UVEX
The world's lightest full face
helmet made from the world's
strongest fibres. Available in

slmll/xl/xxl. Also available from
Aerial Technics 042 942545

Oniy$320

Phone 075 463021
Dealer enquiries welcome
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COMPOSITION
The two most popular types of rope are polyethylene and
polypropylene and the comments on length and diameter relate to these
two types.
Polypropylene:
cheaper and with less elasticity than polyethylene
tends to 'harden' with use becoming increasingly less elastic
Polyethylene:
more expensive and more elastic than polyprop
does not appear to 'harden' with use
not as resistant to abrasion as polyprop
Nylon: (not tested)
exhibits high stretch and high strength characteristics.
more expensive than poly rope
500m x 3mm should give a good tow

LENGIH
400 meters is the minimum length for thermic/turbulent conditions .
500 meters is an ideal length if the paddock and conditions allow.

DIAMETER (assume minimum length 400m)
4mm:
the minimum diameter - most of the stretch is taken out of this
rope at the maximum towing tension causing two problems:
i) a too elastic takeoff where the tension initially is too high but then
falls to a dangerously low level as the glider bungees into the air
faster than the car is moving.
ii) there is little stretch left to compensate for in flight surges causing
a more radical tow.
5mm:
ideal diameter - a much more controlled takeoff and climb out
with good surge absorbing capaci ty without bei ng too heavy or
causing too much drag for an efficient tow. Highly recommended.
6mm:
a good tow - very controllable but too heavy and thick for efficient
towing (approx 150' lower than 5 mm)
[3] Weight of pilot and size of glider
Each pilot/glider combination will have an ideal maximum towing
tension. Usually the bigger the glider and the heavier the pilot the higher
the tow tensions.
A rule of thumb is that for an average wing loading the maximum
tension should not be more than 110% of the pilots' body weight.
Personal weak links should be tailored to suit individual - one size
does not suit all.
[4] Towing experience of the pilot
An inexperienced tow pilot will have much more difficulty controlling the glider on tow than an experienced tow pilot and tow tensions
must be reduced accordingly .
If a pilot is having difficulty tlying straight the tow tension may be
too high - reduce the tension slightly (at least until the pilot has gotitback
on track)
[5] Takeoff technique of the pilot
If the pilot practises the 'rim angle ofattack' takeoff, the tow tension
should increase in an easily controlled manner with no radical surges or
drops in the first 100 feet of the flight.
If the pilot uses a 'dig in and hold back until pulled forwards then
hold the nose down to achieve maximum takeoff speed before rotating
the nose and going ballistic' technique the car driver is going to see the
gauge shoot up as the pilot digs in only to see it sink like a stone as the
energy of the ballistic zoom dissipates and the glider noses over into
horizontal flight.
Heart attack material for driver and pilot .
Encourage pilots to:
a) not dig in and hold back
b) not run - think 'shuffle shuffle'

SKYSAILOR

c) let the nose up as soon as the glider floats
d) allow the glider to take off and tow at its trim angle of attackloose grip.

TOWING TENSION
The tow to 1000+ feet consis ts of three basic stages:
1) Takeoff and climb to 100':
the most dangerous part of the tow where it is very important to
keep the tension to the lowest possible that will ensure a smooth
constant climb out.
2) 150' - 500':
danger of lockout di minishing so tension is increased to two thirds
to three quarters of the standard towing tension depending on conditions and pilot feedback.
3) 500' - maximum height:
virtually no risk of lockout so tension is increased to the pilots
maximum towing tension
Maximum Towing Tension:
is the tension that under average towing conditions causes the
glider to climb at an acceptable rate in a controllable manner.
This is a decision of the pilot that is derived from experience - with some
pilots preferring to climb at 500 fpm whilst others find 800-1200 fpm
more to their liking.
This brings us to rule number two which reinforces that the pilot is
in command of the tow.
Rule two:
The pilot Is in command and hls/her commands must be
obeyed as quickly as practicable. (no matter what the tow meter
is indicating)
There are two exceptions to this rule and they are:
1) When the pilot asks for more tension and the tension is already at
the maximum tension nominated before the flight
2) When the pilot has given the 'STOP' command and then says
'GO GOGO'
Once the ' STOP' command has been given the tow is over.

'STOP'

Stop as quickly as possible unless the
command is preceded by 'EASY EASY'
Pilot: 'RELEASED SAFELY ... THANKS FOR THE TOW ...
UNLOCKING MIKE'.
If the pilot notifies you during the tow that he/she is heading off line
and the tow tension is rising then back off and be prepared to brake hard
or release if the situation develops to a lockout. The tow tension will
increase as the flight path deviates from straight. As the tension increases
the glider will be increasingly more difficult to bring back on track. The
pilot should always fly straight. Any devia tion must be corrected against
immediately. Nip it In the bud.
If time permits, rather than end for ending the rope each tow, release
the rope from the vehicle at the end ofthe tow and drive to the glider end
of the rope to drag it back. The rope will last longer and develop far fewer
snarls.
If not disconnecting and picking up the glider end, drive to the end
of the strip to straighten the rope before turni ng around to drive back for
the next tow. The speed at which the rope is dragged across the ground
has a dramatic effect on the rate at which it wears.

SUMMARY
• understand the 'Skyting Criteria' and always adhere to them.
• use standard procedures and commands.
- apply tension progressively
- low tension on takeoff and for first 100 - 150 feet.
- max (pilot nominated) tension restricted to over 500 feet.
- change the tow speed as quickly as the tension changes.
- do not allow the tow tension to exceed the maximum nominated
tension.
- always obey the pilot's commands (two exceptions).
• be careful because your buddy's life and safety Is in your hands.

•

-----------------------~

Long sleeved
flyi ng sh irt

STANDARD PROCEDURE and COMMANDS
Tension monitoring equipment is checked for accurate operation.
Rope is laid out and tow path checked for hazards.
Takeoff and maximum towing tension is nominated by pilot.
Rope is checked visually for damage and snarls as the car is driven
along the rope to clip on.
The rope must be straight if there are any hazards that the rope may
hook under.
Driver: 'HOOKED ON READY TO TAKE UP TENSION'
Pilot: 'TAKE UP TENSION'
Vehicle is driven forward until the gauge reads 15 kgs then immediately backed off until the rope lies on the ground right up to the hitch.
(This ensures that the tension meter works and the bridle line at the
pilot's end is correctly routed.)
Set bungee if needed.
Driver: 'TENSION TAKEN BACKED OFF' or 'TENSION
TAKEN BUN GEE SET'
Pilot: 'WIND STRENGTH and DIRECTION then LOCKING
ON MIKE'
Driver: 'COPY'
Pilot: 'PICKING UP GLIDER ... WINGS LEVEL ...
STANDBY ... GO GO GO'
Pilot: 'Waiting .•. shuffle shuffle ... away clean or good takeoff
... climbing straight ... 100 feet ... more speed' or 'away clean .• easy
easy .. OK .. faster faster . .'
Pilot in flight commands
Driver actions
'FASTER FASTER' or
Increase tension if it is less than
'MORE SPEED'
the decided maxi mum tension
'EASY EASY'
Immediately slow down and reduce tension
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• Fluro. & navy print • Grey shirt
• 100% cotton • All Australian
Send cheque for $28 per shirt to Jorj Adamson,
P.O . Box 140, Mulwala 2647. Phone 018. 696523.
Please include the follOWing details:
Name: ____________________
Address :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:--_ __
Post code:
Phone: (

L ___________________________________ ~
Size:

0

MOL

0

XL

0

XXL
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The Blade 132
by Neva Bull

Airborne hasjust released a new,
smaller version of the Blade. It's 132
square feet making it the smallest
high performance glider around. Not
only is it small, it's light. Lighter than
a Monday morning wallet and even
lighter than my grandma's scones.
This is no doubt due to the battens,
crossbars and leading edges all being
constructedfrom imporled7075 tube.
The total weight of the glider is just
28Kg. At last a glider that weighs actually less than half my body weight!
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The A-frame is the first I
have come across that is
actually the right size.

Thesetupon this glider is fast. This is aided
by the small number of battens - 25 in total. Not
only is there a seeming poverty of battens but
even they are light, being constructed from
7075 tube. This stuff is light and doesn't bend
easi Iy. This has the advantage of allowing you
to forget the hassel of reprofiling battens.
Tensioning this glider is easy. I am used to
flying a Blade 141, and to tension this glider I
must wrap the pullback rope around one hand,
lean all my embarrassingly considerable weight back and pull hard. This
manoeuvre usually results in not only
me pulling a very silly face but a rope
pattern being semi-permanently embedded into my hand and worst of all,
the occasional broken fingernail. When
I went through this ritual with the 132 I
nearly fell over backward. The pullback
is so easy to get on that even I can get it
on effortlessly with one hand. As with
the larger Blades the compensator is
pennanently attached with the reduction system being mounted inside the
king post. The nose nappy has also been
pennanently attached to the top nose
wire. This means you can't forget to get
it out of the Ieadi ng edge before you pull
the tension on, lose it, or forget to put it
on. Also the keel is sufficiently short
that you do not have to be an NBL
basketballerto get the Iuffli nes on when
setting up on a slope .
Now came time to fly the 132

Blade . The A-frame is the first I have come
across that is actually the right size. My shoulders could be behind the uprights and the base
bar above my ankles simultaneously . This
gives me a feeling of confidence despite the fact
that the glider surely didn't have enough battens and definitely didn't look big enough to Ii ft
all my 65 kg. At least it wasn't hard work
picking it up. I kicked my leg and we were
away.
The glider handled well, making the aerotow easy. As with the bigger Blade the bar
pressure was light and positive. Probably the
most remarkable thing about the glider's handling is its sizzling roll rate. It felt as though
you could tum it on its own wing span, sitting
comfortably in a 45 degree bank. Roll reversals
were amazingly easy and fast. This provides a
real advantage in small cores.
The VG is extremely easy to pull on, and
there is miles of it. This has the advantage that
the glider is very loose in the off setting and
very stiff in the on setting, however it has the
disadvantage thatittakes a while to get it all on.
On the next flight I flew the Mylar version .
By this time the day was wanning up and
thermals were starting to happen. I managed to
get into a small to medium sized 400 up, however in this glider the thermal felt big. I could
reverse directions and easily stay in the core,
something that in the past I have not been able
to do with much success. The glider climbed
well. I could push the bar out as far as I liked
and it just seemed to go up better. It showed no
tendency to spin or knife in. I was quite enjoying thennaling in this effortless Ii ttle glider and
I didn't want to land just yet. It was windy and
I was rapidly drifting away from the strip, so
eventually and begrudgingly I left my little
bubble and started gliding back. I was obviously going to make it, but not by much. Then
the wind picked upand now I definitely wasn't
going to make it. I set up a landing in a paddock
nearby. The air got quite rough during the last
500 feet, sending me weightless a couple of
times. The glider however felt stable in pitch
and the great roll rate made it easy to keep the
pointy end into the wind. This gave me confidence and I landed safely with surprising ease.
On this day I was flying alone, so I could
not really judge the glide. However during the
flatlands I flew a prototype of the 132 and for
the first time ever I could keep up with just
about anybody in glide. All in all then, for the
lighter pilot, it seems inevitable that the Blade
132 will prove to be a winner. •
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THE MOST DANGEROUS PART OF FLYING IS THE TRIP TO THE AIRPORT
Should the crunch come have your vehicle repaired by a
fellow pilot &panel beater PAUL MARCHANT.

i-~~A
..
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24 hour towing:
5538300

Phone:
587 5469

• Retrievals of non-drivable accidents
damaged veh icles from country N.SW

• Baked enamel - 3 year guarantee.
• Caroliner - guaranteed frame repairs to
factory specifications.

• Ful l claims service for all insurance
companies. You phone us - we do the rest.

• 24 HOUR TOWING COVERING
SYDNEY METRO AREA

• Recommended repairer for major
insurance companies.

• Specialising in prestige & 4WD vehicles.

• Mobile quoting - if you can't come to us
- we come to you.

• Service to the whole of N.SW
• Free pick-up delivery Sydney metro area.

MODERN SMASH REPAIRS
44 Princes Highway Kogarah New South Wales 2217

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs
Totally Australian made

3.
4.
5.
6.

Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting

7.
8.

Built to tQe same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "B"
Free owner's manual with every parachute
Other models and sizes available

9.
1O.

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Ph/Fax: 07 3934409

The discerning pilot's choice

1/ 189 Parkes Street Helensburgh NSW 2508 Ph . 042 942052
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ICOM

Count on us!

INTRODUCING THE
FIRST HANDHELD CB
WITH BUILT-IN
SELCALL

Duplex operation for
Increased commurKation
range usq repeater
stations.

Innovation keeps ICOM ahead.
At Ico m o ur leade rshi p in C B
innova tio n. And once aga in, lCO M is first
with the latest, the new lC-40G X.
The sma llest h andh e ld U HF C B and

Open Scan/Group Scan
facility wnh separate
user programmable
memory.

the first with built-in SELCALL.
N o w wh e n yo u wa nt one-to one, uninterrupted
co mmunicati o n, there 's
no need to go to the
ex tra expe nse of
retrofitting.

function: start, stop,
memorise

The lC-40GX
saver.

allows you to

Feature after feature, ICOM puts you first.

send or rece ive
ca lls from a specific

You can program your ten most frequently-called numbers

individual or group.

fo r single but to n spe ed ca lling. Yo u also ge t ca ll -bac k

Each unit is factory-

acknowledgement and Group Call to as many as 100 stations.

programmed with its own unique

There's up to a full 5W of output power with a Hi/Lo

code and can monitor continuously, in

transmi ss io n sw itch to co nse rve powe r and a po wer save

quiet mode, until a selective call signal is received .

mode o n rece ive. Plus a one to uch C hannel 5 emergency

You rece ive the calls that are spec ifically fo r you with no

channel , and much more.

disturbing outside chatter. It makes U HF C B
simple and as convenient to use as a handphone.

Discover the innovative features, the clarity and perfonnance
of the new IC-4OGX for yourself at your nearest leom dealer soon.

leorn Australia 7 D uke St Windsor Victoria 31 8 1 A.C.N. 006 092 575
Free Call: (008) 338915 Ph : (03 ) 529 7582 Fax : (03) 5298485

Part 2 : You Can't Sky Surf
Electromagnetic Waves
by Godfrey Wenness

Just as the air we fly is for the
most part invisible, so too are the
radio waves that our little black
boxes emit. How and why they work
is what Radio Frequency Engineers
study and is not for mere Punters
and Hangies like us. A basic understanding though is of interest and
may explain some ofthe quirky little
things that are often observed.
Radio waves look like 'sine' waves and
have little peaks and troughs as one would
expect your average wave should have. The
frequency of a radio wave (wavelength) is the
numberofvol tage(or current) peaks per second
and the 'wavelength' is the distance between
peaks. At CB frequencies there are 27 million
waves per second for 27Mhz CB and 477 million for UHF CB (or 477 Mhz). The higher the
frequency the more waves per second and thus
the shorter each wavelength must be. Shorter
wavelengths also have more energy as the circuit that produced them had to be able to produce more of them in the same time period.
Microwaves, X-rays and Nuclear radiation are
all forms of radio energy with wavelengths so
short that they can pass between the molecules
of human tissue. This energy/wavelength principle explains why exposure to those higher
frequencies can be much more dangerous than
lower ones - but more about that later.
If you were in a thermal at 300,000,000
metres per second (or imperially speaking
59,040,000,000 feet per minute) apart from
being in a 'boomer' you would also be travelling atthe same speed as your radio waves (and
nobody would hear your calls for an intergalactic retrieve - what a bummer). This fact allows
the wave length (in metres) to be calculated by
dividing 300 by the frequency (in Mhz) - for 27
Mhz we get around 11 metres and on UHF its
62 cms. Because antennas must be 'tuned' to
the correct frequency to operate efficiently you
can now see why UHF antennas are smaller
than their lower frequency counterparts. But,
and this is where it gets nasty, the bigger the
antenna the more radio frequency 'energy' it
receives . So we have the classic 'Catch 22' - a
27Mhz antenna captures roughly 290 times
(using the 'inverse square law ') more energy
than its UHF cousin - thus the higher the frequency the less energy received. This explains
why in hilly terrain UHF 'cuts' out and 27Mhz
(and VHF airband) tends to fade.
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As antenna theory is mega complex it's best
to simplify things a Iittle from here on. Most of
your mobile and hand held radio antennas are
pre<ut (or more correctly 'tuned') to be a quarter wave length long. This can be either in the
form of a whip or braided fibreglass rod which
is exactly the physicall/4 wave long or a wirewound antenna which is physically shorter but
electrically (if the wire was rolled out) the same
length. UHF Rubber duckie antennas and most
27Mhz ones work on the latter principle to save
space (a 1/4 wave on 27Mhz is 2.75m!). In
doing so, however, they lose efficiency quite
dramatically . If your UHF antenna is less than

,
"... the average gum leaf just
happens to be around a
quarter wave long... "
\.

15cms long then you are NOT getting peak
power out or the most energy in - weigh up the
convenience with the performance (similar in a
way to that between para and hang gliding).
Using multiples of known 'resonating'
fractions of a wavelength allows UHF antennas
to be built which are physically longer than
15cms and thus receive more energy. The bonus is quoted as 'antenna gain' and is expressed
in decibels (dB) over a known standard. This
allows the UHF antenna to gain back some lost
ground in the energy reception stakes mentioned above. An antenna quoting 9dB gain is
twice as good as one with only 6dB (Inverse
square law raises its ugly head here too). On the
transmission side the benefits are obvious - on
a hand-held for example, using low power (05

watt) and a 5dB antenna you are effectively
radiating 3x the power or 15 watts! It also
gives you longer battery life. For retrieve vehicles, where longer antennas are more practical,
the equation starting with 5 watts out of the
radio can be quite amazing - this also makes life
easier for the stranded aviator because the gain
works both ways. The most common of these
longer (gain) types of UHF antennas are called
'1/2 wave', '5/8 wave' and 'phased co-linear'.
Some are available in telescopic form for handhelds where, when down, it is a ' 1/4 wave' and
fully extended it becomes a '5/8 wave' with
gain!
Due to the energy of the radio waves being
higher on UHF we find that these signals generally travel further in Ii ne of sight than 27Mhz
or VHF Airband. Add to this the greater clarity
of FM compared to the AM used by the lower
bands and we have what you mightthink is the
most optimum means of communication for our
sport (not to mention the abundance of repeaters around - they will be dealt with another
time).
So basically UHF has been taken on as the
official comms band for Air-Junkies in this
wide brown land. But nothing in radio is optimum - the endless "I can't copy you, over"s
attest to that. As the saying goes 'height is
might' and it applies to flying as well as radio
comms. Line of sight is the general rule for
UHF with few exceptions (such as reflection
off structures, cliffs etc) and this is mighty hard
to achieve all the time. To get maximum distance, keeping your radio (antenna) vertical is
also a priority - imagine the radio waves radiating 3 dimensionally in a saucer like pattern tilt it up and all you're doing is giving ET a
headache (though this can be used to advantage
if trying to contact someone not on a horizontal
plane from you). Tilting the antenna to the left

American Odyssey

(VHS Video)
• It wasn't easy but somebody had to do it !
•

Follow 2 Australians on their adventures as
they hang glide, surf , wind surf and snow ski
throughout America and Mexico.

• Hang gliding scenes include

Yosemite
California, Crested Butte and Telluride (serious
whacks) - Colarado, Valle de Bravo - Mexico,
and others.

~ $20 + $3 p+p, Send cheque or money order to

RWA Film Enterprises, 28 Moray Ave, Floreat,
6014. Ph 09 - 387 2893 or 09 - 388 3845 (NH).
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stopped in mid-flight...
But alas, the more I fly the EXECUTIVE EDGE, the more I like it,
and a full report is on its way!!
Til then fly safe, have fun and
blue skies.
Joe Scott, Sky limit A viat ion

Philips P65

UHF
Compact
Portable
CB Radio

Edel Prize Money
For Australian pilots flying Edel gliders at
the Australian National Paragliding Championship, prize money is being offered for 1st $1000 USD, 2nd - $600, 3rd - $400 and 4th &
5th - $200.

Oops!
Quiz. .. What do you get... when you cross
an over-zealous editor with a contributor who
sends the wrong disk, with an unedited/unfinished article???
You guessed it... last month 's Trike Update!!
Yes, an expression of thoughts, al most related to the article at hand, put on one 's word
processor ready to finish and tidy up, concepts
and ideas never intended for anyone else to read
escaped one's busy schedule and as you saw

:Th~-Ai; J~-~ia-;'~ -G~-/d~-t-; R~dio:
I

•

:contmued...

:

.

L _____________________________ ~

Powerful Performance
With its optional high power battery the P65
can transmit at up to 5 watts to meet the
most demanding applications.

Personal & Portable
Weighing only 300 grams and with compact
dimensions, the p65 fits neatly into your
pocket or comfortably on your belt.

Positively Practical
Packed full of practical features plus a wide
range of accessories, the P65 keeps pace
with your every need.
For a detailed brochure plus
Information on our introductory
offer contact the specialist
deal~r, Melbourne Paraglidln~
Centre on 03 882 4130 or write
to PO BOX 3010 Auburn, 3123 .

e
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or right (when lookingatthe direction you want
to transmit to) alters the waves polarisation
relative to your mate and reduces signal
strength and thus readability. The idea is to get
your two antennas looking at each other the
same way so that all the radio waves energy is
received. The fami liar 'chop' on UHF is due to
this and is particularly noticeable on vehicles
with swaying long antennas which thus alter
radiation angles, in turn affecting signal
strengths . The problem also exists when thermailing due to the ever changing aspect between the two radios.
Radio waves 01) UHF also get absorbed
very nicely by terrain so get out in the open
whenever you can and don't put your bod inbetween the radio and the transmission direction. This leads usstraightinto the ' gum leaves'
theory. Yes, those little green bits ofvege matter, that Blinky Bill loves to eat, also just love
to absorb masses of RF energy on the UHF
band. By a sheer stroke of bad luck the average
gum leaf just happens to be around a quarter
wave long and so sponges up the unsuspecting
little waves carrying your all important landing
co-ordinates. Definitive tests have not been
carried out but I'm told that the CSIRO is
actively pursuing the matter. The other bands
(27Mhz and VHF) don't suffer as much from
this little bug bear. This is an even more pertinent reason why you should get out in the open
if coroms are a bit scratchy.

Advance News
The new competition glider from ADVANCE, the OMEGA 3 added to its list of
successes with excellent results a t the ParaglidingWorld Cup round in Piedrahita,Spain. Hans
Bollinger (the current World Champion)
achieved first place on his proto, whilst factory
test pilot Dani Kaufman came second on a
standard production version. The winner of the
Women's section, Nanou Berger (20th overall), and fourth place outright were also filled
by standard OMEGA 3's . The glider recently
passed AFNOR certification in the competition
category and is available in 3 sizes to allow for
optimum wing loading with all up weights between 75 -120 kg. Closer to home, Godfrey
Wenness flying a SIGMA 2 flew an out and
return task from Stanwell Park with a total
distance of 46 kms in 2.5 hrs. The turn points

The ever increasing number of pilots with
mobile phones raises the question of radio frequency radiation damage to vital body organs
such as the brain . Don't believe the bull Telecom says about there being no evidence for any
bad side affects - it's a smoke screen just like
the 'healthy' cigarette advertising of the 50's;
just ask any lung cancer patient. Radio waves
DO affect you, and it's not just from the
900Mhz cell phones, but also from your trusty
UHF right down to the 'ole 27Mhz 'Good
Buddy' CB. Aside from the hotly debated neurological damage there are also the well documented RF bum symptoms . In the same way
your microwave oven works, RF cooks you
from the inside out - so its not until its too late
that you notice what's going on because you
don't have any nerve endings on the inside!
Just like the parrots that sit on my neighbour 's
28Mhz Amateur Radio antenna until their Ii ttle
tootsies are baked, our brain gets its fair share
ofRF burn every time we key the mic. Remember what you read earlier - RF energy increases
the higher the frequency. Until the side effects
come to light (mass use of higher frequencies
has only been around for 15 years or so) it is
better to leave your head rare rather than well
done. Keep the business end of the radio as far
away from your head as possible (speaker mics
are great!), and under no circumstances should
you hold the antenna of a radio whilst it is
transmi tting otherwise you'll be soon squawking as loud as those parrots !
NEXT MONTH: Those damn Batteries
and the Repeater that goes Ker-Chunk. •
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were at Burning Palms in the north and just short of Brokers Nose in the
south - an unofficial paragliding record for this type offlightatStanwell.
For more product information call P ARAFUNALIA on (045)721594

Press Release
Sphere Innovative Technologies introduces an accuraJe compass
for para and hang gliding and triking.
The Wayfinder no electronic digital compass can navigate you in the
great open skies safely and accurately .
The Wayfinder no sets a new standard in compass navigation. Utilising the latest compass technology in the world, the Wayfinder no is also
a boon to road travellers, hikers and pilots alike. Easy to use and read,
the Wayfinderno continuously displays directional headings on its large
liquid crystal display. Its light weight (108 grams) and small size make
it ideal for sports aviation. Pilots no longer need to second-guess with
floating mechanical compasses that are frustrating and difficult to calibrateandare thrown otI by any stray magnetic fields, including the strong
fields emanating from steel frame and the like. With the Wayfinder no
calibration is a simple press of a button once, make a U-turn, and press
the button again. The microprocessor-controlled magnetometer will then
be able to compensate for all stray magnetic fields inside the airframe.
In addition to traditional compass uses, the Wayfinder no also has a
unique Direction Memory feature that facilitates navigation when you
need to keep in mind exactly where that mountain range is. When you're
ready to return to your point of origin, the Direction Memory Pointer
makes iteasy to find your way back. This is especially useful for keeping
track of your flight path.
The Wayfinder no Numerical compass is also available having the
same features as the normal Wayfinder no and is totally waterproof.
Priced at $130.00 plus tax, plus $10.00 delivery Australia wide, the
Wayfinder no is available from Sphere Innovative Technologies, telephone (02) 344 9111 or fascimile (02) 349 5774.

Pegasus wins the Round Britain
Rally 1.2.3. in 1994
In conditins of up to 30 knots wind at takeotI, regular crosswinds on
landing of up to 20 kts at 90 0 and extreme turbulence aloft, Pegasus
aircraft cleaned up in the 2 seat flexwing class in the Round Britain Rally
of 18-22 June, proving once again just how well the new Pegasus range
can cop in adverse weather. The results are as follows :
1

Paul Dewhurst

Pegasus Quantum Supersport 582

2

Barry Underwood Pegasus Quasar 582

3

Tony Baker

Pegasus Quantum Supersport 462

4086 pts
4040 pts
3844 pts

Just to prove how difficult the conditions were, of the field of 50
starters, only 17 finished!
Winner Paul Dewhurst said, "My Quantum performed faultlessly .
The conditions were appall ing in some places. I wound not have Iiked to
be in any other flexwing than a Q2". Second place pilot Barry Underwood
said, "The conditions for the Rally were some of the worst I have ever
encountered. I was very impressed by the way the Quasar handled the
turbulence, and in particular I was impressed by its crosswind landing
abil ities. Some of the crosswinds we encountered were beyond the limits
of most light aircraft yet the Quasar handled them beautifully. At Eshcott
the wind was 30 knots gusting 35!"

Press Release
British Team Edel pilot John Sylvester sets new European Open
Distance Record of 202 kID in Portugal, flying a Rainbow XL.
After taking out the Women's event at Grindelwald World Cup,
France's Claire Bernier continues on her winning ways, capturing the
European Women's Champion title. Flying a standard Rainbow, Claire
went on to finish 2nd at the Piedrahita World Cup.
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&lei Super Space passes the rigorous new Gutesiegal test wi th flying
colours. Only one of the manoeuvres scored a Class 2; all the rest received
Class 1 or 1-2! Super Space is now available in four sizes.
Check out the Edel Pro-Tector, a revolution in harness design with
four separate back protection systems built into this comfortable full-featured harness.
Also just released, the new &lei Integral hel met; call for colours and
sizes.
Now you can see the complete range of Edel gliders, harnesses,
reserves, clothing and accessories in our new full-colour 16 page '94-95
catalogue. Ask for your free copy! .
For more information call Edel Australia on 03 8824130, or your
nearest dealer .

Posters
Some copies of the trike centrespread from June and Adam Hunt's
evening flight over Stanwell Park are still available.
For either (or both) of the posters please send $1 for each poster plus
$4 to cover posting and packing to Skysailor PO Box 401 A1stonville
NSW2477 .

1994 Canadian Club Cup
Oliver,BC
Individual Placings
1. Geoff Dossetor
2 Willi Muller
3 J C Hauchcombe

•

Aust
Can
Can

Airwave K2
Desire
Ramair

Pegasus
Quantum
The Quantum Q2 once again
proved its clear superiority in adverse
conditions at the
1994 Round Britain Rally.
It Is the quietest, strongest, fastest and
friendliest trike you can find today.
When you fly a Quantum you can appreciate
how good triking can really be and how far
behind the others really are.
Arrange a test flight now In Melbourne, Sydney,
Brisbane, Adelaide or Perth and see for yourself.
• Cruise 70 mph • Stall 24 mph • Endurance 5 hours •
• 2 seat legal • Short field OK •
• Engine off glide approximately 10: 1 • Fuel bum 10 Iph •
• Easy to transport' Fast set up • Fast pack up •
* Safe * Legal to 5,000'· Easy to leam *

For further information on this outstanding
product, phone Sky Cycles Pty Ltd
03 5875975, fax 03 5875976

Yours from $19,995
25
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The Role of Equipment in Flying Safe
Paul Mollison

From the comer of his eye he could see the
column of dust snaking up from the valley floor.
At speed he glided towards his next thermal.
The sink was greater than expected and he
arrived at the dust devil lower than planned.

Wack!

The lift was strong and the ride was
wild! Cranking and banking he
worked hard to stay in the elusive
core.

With height the lift smoothed out and he was
climbing steadily already scanning the ground
ahead for his next source of lift
He decided to push on. Leaving the lift - his eyes
focussed on the distant fields - he was suddenly
pitched over the falls. Returning his
concentration to flying the glider he was
momentarily glad to feel the load return to his
harness.
It was a long glide. He was happy that the bar
pressure on his new glider was lighter than his
truck of yesterday.
Later, at the bar, he remarked to a wuffo how
confident he felt in his glider and how this
confidence allowed him to enjoy his chosen
.sport.
Confidence in your equipment is the
combination of many things.
As will all things mechanical, performance (and
safety) is decided by the way it is:
•
•
•
•

DESIGNED;
MANUFACfURED;
NUUNTAINED;and
OPERATED.

-~ · P+~. - ·

KYWISE

POWERED HANG GilDING
PROFESSIONAL PILOT TRAINING
SYDNey BAseD, seveN

DAYS.

Come fly with us, your training
won't cost you the earth!
We spend most of our time above it.

!le

S~I

For the lowest prices on
all your TRIKING needs
AIRBORNE & ROTA)( SPARE PARTS, RADIOS, INTERCOMS,
INSIRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES , REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE

CALL LUKE CARMODY C.F.1.

02 8745260

-::.c

018 446 771

... Confidence in your equipment is the
combination of many things ....
Factors that influence equipment safety
are highlighted in this series of articles.
These factors are interlinked and related.
Perfonnance will be influenced greatly by the
weakest element For example design faults may
not be overcome during manufacture. The
success of a product in delivering a required
level of safety is also influenced by
consideration of the human element.

An equipment designer performs a juggling act
He balances many, often conflicting,
requirements to develop a product that reflects
his judgment of the relative importance of each
criteria.

The hang glider, (or any aircraft), designer must
be mindful of the environment in which his
craft will operate. It is soon apparent that an
aircraft strong enough to withstand all loads that
mother nature (or pilots) can produce will be too
heavy.
Right from the start, the designer has limits
placed on him by the manufacturing,
maintenance and operating environments. As
the design evolves the designer will determine
additional limits and requirements. Accounting
for all the possible variables is a daunting task.
Design is always a compromise.
A designer must be careful to vary only those
parameters over which he has control. While
most designers can exercise control over
manufacturing activities the extent to which
they can control maintenance and operations is
limited To simplify his task, and to ensure that
designers produce equipment that is compatible
with operating conditions, design standards have
evolved.
Design Standards are developed over time and
represent the collective experience of those
involved in their preparation. Design standards
are being continually revised as new technology
becomes available, as designs progress and as
deficiencies are identified.
A typical design standard for Hang Gliders
includes requirements for:

•
•
•
•
•
•

This process of showing compliance with a
design standard has become known as
"Certification". When the determining authority
is satisfied that all requirements have been met,
a certificate of compliance is normally issued.
(Correctly, but not always, called a Certificate
of Type Approval).
Unfortunately there is not just one design
standard that hasacceptance throughout the
world. Two standards and authorities dominate.
These are the standards issued by:
•

•

United States Hang Gliding
Manufacturers Association
(USHGMA); and
DHV (Deutcher Hangegleiterband
(Gutesiegel) Basically the German
Hang Gliding Association.

These design standards are similar but different
enough to require that designers intending to sell
their products in the world's major markets
obtain certification to both standards. The
USHGMA standard is summarised in the
accompanying table.
HGFA, through the Airworthiness Committee,
has developed a design standard based on the
USHGMA standard .
Separate design standards exist for other
equipment such as harnesses, helmets and
barographs (for homologation of records).
Certification is a demonstration that a glider of a
certain design meets the requirements of a
nominated design standard (certificate of type
approval). Certification thus provides a basis for
confidence in ones equipment. Continued
confidence, however, requires that the glider is
operated within the scope of design parameters
and that the glider is constructed and maintained
in the manner the designer intended.
Next month I will examine the manufacturing
process and outline the steps in the production
of hang gliders. Subsequent articles will review
the responsibilities of the pilot in maintaining
and operating his glider.
Paul Mollison is a member of the HGFA
Management Board, Australia's Delegate to
CNL and a Director of AirBorne WindSports
Pty. Ltd.

Structura11oads;
Performance and handling;
Stability; both in pitch and in turns;
Construction;
Documentation and placards; and
Demonstrating that the design
complies with the Design Standard.

ASK ABOlJI' OUR FREE INTRODUCTORY FLIGHTS
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SUMMARY of USHGMA DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Structural

Loads

Performance
and Handling

Stability

Requirement

Compliance Demonstrated by

Loads both positive (nonnal flight loads) and negative are
specified in tenns of the maximum pilot weight and the
maximum air speed. Gliders must withstand "limit" loads
without permanent deformation and "ultimate" loads
without failure.

Load testing. A sample of the glider is mounted on a test vehicle at
specified angles of attack. The truck is driven at nominated
airspeeds to generate the required loads. Positive loads are
generated with the glider in a nose up configuration. Negative loads
are generated with the glider nose down and keel down (backwards)

Specified as a demonstration (and measurement) of
nominated flight sequences covering all aspects of flight.
Includes takeoff. landing. turning. diving. themalling. tow
launch and the like.

Video tape (or film) that shows test pilots perfonning the specified
flight sequences. Speeds in various load configurations are required
to be found.

Pitching S~ility is a measure of a correctly trimmed
glider to return to a trim airspeed from other airspeeds.
Pitch stability is specified in tenns of required "pitching
moment" at low. medium and high speeds.

Truck testing at required airspeeds. Control bar loads and angle of
attack are measured. From a knowledge of the geometry of the
glider "pitching moment" can be found and checked against
requirements.
Flight testing where airspeed and pilot control input are
simultaneously recorded on video. This testing is to verify that the
glider can be correctly trimmed and that the truck test results and
assumptions are real.

Stability of the glider in turns is required to be shown
(See performance and Handling)

Construction

Construction details to be fully documented by way of
complete engineering drawings.

Full engineering drawings are included in the data package
submitted for review.

Documentation
and Placards

Placard detail and minimum standards for glider flight
manual specified.

Placards and proposed flight manual are included in the data
package submitted for review.

Demonstration
of design
compliance

Details for preparation and submission of glider data
package.

Full data package is prepared and submitted to Directors of
USHGMA. Package is audited for compliance at a meeting of the
Directors.

HERE IT IS!
The dates for High Adventure
X-Country Expeditions
for both Paragliding and Hang eliding
Expedition No.1:
Expedition No.2:
Pi lot Requirements:
Expedition includes:

28th November - 3rd December
12th December - 17th December
Novice to Advance
Have the desire to fly new locations, gain advance
flying experience and meet new flying buddies.
All tOWing, both winch and aero, transport, retrievals,
accommodation, breakfast and High Adventure's quality
instruction.

For more info contact LE E SC OTT on 065 565265
NOW

Don't miss out!!
September 1994
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Upon arriving at Innaminka we were disappointed because the wind
was in the wrong direction, coming from the NW and we needed to go
towards to NW so we planned to fly from Coongie Lakes to Innaminka
the next day, if everything goes according to plans. I might just add that
being a national park - no fires, generators, fishing or shooti ng is allowed
so night-time gets a bit cold this time of the year.
By Andrew Pepper
We woke up the next morning to find the usual 10-15 knot wind
Whack, the tow bridle hit me fair in the eye. Ouch, I felt that right
blowing from the SE, completely 180 degrees from yesterdays wind
through my head. I could now feel the warmth of the blood trickling down
direction. As Alaric (Doctor Death, I 'm going to take-off before anybody
my face. I've never really liked the thought of car towing and this has
crashes and turn off my radio so I don't have to come back if they do),
only reinforced my fears . Well if you don't like it, why do it you say.
Giles said, "that's hang gliding". Anyway we drove about 20 kIDS back
Well my family and I with 3 other families are going on a 4WDcamping
down the road towards Innaminka to try to find a flat clay pan . There are
trip to Coongie Lakes, NW oflnnaminka in the northern part of SA. My
quite a few of these clay pans around but not all of them are smooth
plan is to try to fly from Innaminka to Coongie Lakes or the other way
enough to drive on. So a bit bf Leyland Brothering around the country
round. As for the towing part of it, it was the only way I was going to get
side and over the sand dunes rewarded us with a very nice flat clay pan
to fly, so one frozen lamb chop and two bandaids later I was back up on
probably 2 kIDS across . The wind was still a bit strong (15-25 knots) for
the end of the tow rope having another go. Luckily I had hang gliding
what I have ever towed into but we decided to setup and be ready rather
legend Chris McDonald on hand to give me and my brother John the
than be packed up and not ready. The other families came along to see
advice we both needed. I don't
what this hang gliding was all
know about the Queen Mary rope
_ IiIII!llM'l about and it brought along the
you use on your bridle though,
usual comments like "boy he
Chris?
might crash; don'tthey havea moAfter months of talking and
tor, what if the wind stops blowplanning we were finally on our
ing". We all know the ones. After
way, if only a day behind. Little
telling them all to shutup and get
did I realize that a back injury I
behind me when I takeoff, I was
reoeived 3 weeks earlier in a truck
finally ready to roll. The first tow
smash (yes the ch icken curry rollwent off very smoothly, much to
over Ian) would rob me of many
my relief, but on pinning off I redays of exoellent looking flying ~
alized I had forgotten to turn on
weather.
my camera on the wing so back
We planned to try to get there
down to the start I had to go. The
(Coongie Lakes) in 2 days but
second tow wasn't real smooth so
because I fell into the typical tourI released and went for another try.
ist role it took us 4 days, but it's
The third tow went very smoothly
worth taking your time - there is
up to 1400 ft AGL, released into
just so much to see out west. The
an
excellent thermal and followed
The Coopers River which runs into Coongie Lakes
trip out was uneventful exoept for
it up to 3,200 ft AGL which was
a blocked fuel filter, otherwise
about as high as it was going this day .
these Pajeros are just about unstoppable especially in the sand dunes . It's
The flying out here is enormous, nice smooth big thermals and they
absolutely essential to ensure your glider bag has no small holes in it and
seem to be easy to find . The day was blue with quite a cold wind blowing
make sure you put plenty of foam padding on and around the glider, as
on the ground so it really surprised me to find so much lift around. Some
the roads out there are very rough and dusty in plaoes. it's advisable to
of the lift was 400 - 600 up and others barely registered . The landscape
wash the glider before you go and when you get back as the dust works
is absolutely huge, the area is very barren and as I found - the roads are
just like sandpaper inside the bag.
not real easy to see amongst the sand hills . I followed the Coopers River
The country out around Bourke to Innaminka is just fantastic. There
along but if I was to do it again I would carry a bit more water, compass
are heaps of flat areas to tow out around these areas, I only wish we had
and flares. There is an awful lot of potential out there and I plan to go
more time and the wind in the right direction. We always seem to have
back. This year's trip was a fact finding trip but a good flight was an
a head wind no matter what direction we were travelling. At times we
added bonus. Next year we're planning to go down to Moree and up the
had 25 knots of head wind which does lots for the fuel economy.
Birdsville track. No rushing at all up the track and hopefully fly the whole
track over a number of days, if the wind blows the right way.

CHRISTEninG
COOnGIE

RPLAST
PROPS
Now available in Australia
from Trike ,Ajr
Keith Emms 018 583668 , 03 5348540
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Back to Coongie Lakes, I landed on the SE edge of the lakes near
our campsite, absolutely ecstatic and elated. I couldn't go any further
NW as there is no publ ic acoess but who cares. I finally flew the lakes
and as for towing, yeah I don't mind it at all, it definitely has its
benefits . The lakes are very spectacular from the air and much bigger
than first thought and it's really worth the visit. Maybe next year
Alaric won't wimp out and he'll decide to come.
We left the lakes a day later and headed up to Winton and did
some more towing. My back problem let me down just about everyday and I only got a late afternoon towingin one day to show my wife
Jeanne how to tow. We used the roads out there as very little traffic
ever uses the roads. There is some excellent flying in this area as well,
so maybe next time.
Was the trip worth it? You bet! If you haven't tried anything like
this before, get out and be a 'Leyland Bros '. It's very exciting and
fulfilling. I know I'm going to do it again . •
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Paragliding Persuasion
By Robert Funke

What is paragliding? Gliding
with a parachute? .. With one of
those round silk escape chutes used
for abandoning aeroplanes in flight?
Surely not! Perhaps you consider
it's one of those fancy flying stunts
perfonned in tow above and behind
a large speed boat attached to a
round chute with some square holes
cut out from one quadrant. Yes it's
para - but para-sailing.
Paragliding is a free form of gliding in
which one hangs suspended under a wing
formed by bunching together a large number of
open-ended windsock-like cells sewn to form
an aerofoil shaped wing. To spread the load
over its surface, a large number of fine lines
suspend you underneath via a harness.
And why am I telling you all this? You may
well ask. It's the experience, buzz, the emotion.
Once aloft, you are literally sitting in your
harness gently suspended soon high above the
world wi th no more than the sound of the hussh
of the wind in the maze of suspending lines in

your ears, riding as if on your own very private
invisible magic carpet. Like a huge Albatross
you are able to stay up by steering into and
staying in risi ng ai r currents which occur naturally, especially where the wind needs to rise
over ridge and mountain tops or where rising

"... high above the world with
no more than the sound of the
hussh of the wind in the maze
of suspending lines in your
ears, riding as if on your own
very privateinvisible
magic carpet."
hot air occurs in pockets called thermals.
Oh, and yes, steering! It's done by raising
or lowering one of a pair of hand held toggles
which are connected to the tria ling edge wind
lines, one set per side.
This exhilarating sensation of paragliding
may be experienced by flying tandem at first,
and solo when licensed at many suitable sites
around Australia, free. Thatis to say after learning, licensing and owning (or renting) your
paraglider.

The great advantage to experiencing the
feeling of free motorless personal flight by
paraglider is that the apparatus packs away into
a bundle the size (but not the weight) of a
normal back-pack which, by the way, is incorporated into the back of the harness. The weight
of the paraglider with harness is normally
around 10 kilograms.
So no glider assembly, dismantling, retying
to roof racks or trailer with this gear. The same
can't be said about rigid craft such as hang
gliders for example. Simply deploy, fly, repack and stow into the harness/pack and place
in the back of the car or any other transport for
that matter, even publ ic transport.
All these advantages, at what cost? Well,
training to novice level is about $750 with
equipment use included. A regular paraglider
costs between $1500 and $5000 plus, depending whether you buy second hand or new.
Having saturated you will all these fascinating paragliding images, I challenge you to
let your imagination soar. If you find you have
the distinct inclination to have your feet leave
the ground, rising up into the blue yonder, then
I urge you to take up this sport and book yourself into an initial tandem instructional flight
next weekend . •

Silent Flight
Learn to Hang Glide
In Canberra

October 1994
8-15
Canungra Classic
27-29
1994/95 HGFAAGM Sydney
29-1 Nov
Not the Vic Open (PG), Bright
November 1994
28-3 Dec
National Instructor/Coaching Confer., Canberra
December 1994
2-<i
Vic Paragliding Championships, Bright
7-11
Corryong Paragliding Cup
28-5 Jan
Bogong Cup
January 1995
16-21
Corryong Cup
17-26
Flatlands International HG, Forbes (tow)
Paragliding Flatlands, Forbes
28-5 Feb
28-5 Feb
Women's Pre Worlds, Bright
28-5 Feb
Flatlands International Paragliding, Forbes (tow)
February 1995
8-15
Australian Paragliding Nationals , Manilla
25-5 Mar
WA Open (State Champ.) Wongan Hills (tow)
March 1995
10-19
NSW State Titles
24-26
1995 HGFA Board Planning meeting (EGM),
venue to be decided
January 1996
26-10 Feb
5th Women's World Championships, Bright
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Only three hours from Sydney
We operate seven days a week
Offering:
Introductory courses
Novice courses
Tandem Instructional Flights
Towing Endorsements
Cross Country Tours

Sales and Service
Demo equipment always available
Trade-ins Welcome

Tove and Grant Heaney
77 Pocket Avenue, Banks ACT 2906
Phone: (06) 2941466
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CROSS COUNTRY FLYING
HOLIDAY / SEMINARS
To be held at the 'Flatter Than Flatlands' Birchip area (some of the territory
covered by Drew Cooper during his 420km record breaking flight).
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Cost to escape for 9 days - $990 all inclusive.
Your hosts are both top ranked AU.litratian pilots - Rohan is a current member
of our National team whilst Tove holds the ,-eeordfor an Out & Return flight
in Norway and has been a member of the Norwegian team.

For an information package and itinerary contact:
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ing and paragliding pilots are most welcome
6 .30 pm fora meal and 7 .30pm forthemeeting.
Until next month,

Graeme Hall, President

s.

year? Yes it can, higher, further, bigger. You
may have already missed out due to entries
closing 14 August but we may be able to
squeeze you in. Failing entry, bea wind dummy
because it's pumpin' .
Goneflyin'.

Dean

New South Wales
Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
As the thennals increase and the weather

patterns change, we say goodbye to yet another
winter. Even here on the sunshine coast it has
been a colder than usual winter. At one stage
here the water temp dropped to a chilling 1S°C.
The new executive of the Club held their first
meeting at the Club's new venue, the Villa
Nossa Hotel, in Noosaville on the 6th August.
Before the meeting we saw some thirty pilots
enjoy a very nice reasonable priced meal. It is
always good to see pilots supporting those who
support us.
For those who haven't already heard, Eggins launch between Malany and Kenilworth
has been closed!!! There is a new ow ner who
shows no reason or understanding. The good
news is after a major effort from two of our
members (Bruce Crerar and Mark Savage),
making phone ca lls asking locals in the Connondale Valley etc for support, Mark found a
new Site. On Sunday 7th August a small group
of us cleared the area (thanks agai n to Mark and
Bruce) and YES we flew the site on the same
day. There is nothing like a few huge thermals
coming through to speed the saws up a little.
This new si te, we bel ieve, is every bi t as good
as Eggins. There are still some trees to trim and
by the time this is read, all should be finished .
The Sunshine Coast Club has obtained Waver
Forms for this new site which all pilots wanting
to fly must fill in first.
The next Sunshine Coast Club meeting will
be held on the 9th October 1994 at the Villa
Noosa Hotel. From this date onwards we will
hold our meetings every second weekend at the
Villa Noosa Hotel in Noosaville. All hang g lid-

Well July brought us the last official regional fly-in at the Sunshine Coasts inland site,
Gunalda. Tony G and Nick excelled in the light
conditions on the first days flying, but Sunday
saw Canungra break away to take the teams
event, yet again. I 'm told Drew "Havanna"
Cooper's coaching had a little to do with the
outcome. Anyway as previously mentioned the
region has now been dissolved, but it was
agreed that each club wi thin the former region
will still host a fly-in once a year to keep in
touch . So it's off to Byron Bay in November
Yahoo!
As I write the Cu's tower above beckoning
ano ther hopeful weekday pilot. Ya all know the
feelin' don't ya? It's another cracker of a day
you're workin' . Ya know someone's up there
lapping up the view or goingXCaswas the case
with Optus Dave and Gordon Mackenzie recently, who flew out to the Rathdowny Road .
But just to prove weekend hangies are just as
successful there comes news of Chris Aniftos
flying ove r 100 Ks again from Millmeran . Or
up-and-coming Jeremy Richards flight from
Nobby's out beyond Esk (42 Ks). On ya guys,
who needs spring?
The first week in September was nominated
as our club AGM, so our new executive would
have been elected by the time you read this .
Good luck guys or gals. By the way Canungra
Club meetings are held the first Saturday of
each month at the Moriarty Hall, Canungra if
you're visiting our area.

Well the hide of some people, first they
criticise my singing, then they ask me to write
up this month's letter.
Well as fa r as past exploits go there hasn't
been a lot, since the long weekend. The winds
here, blowing from three different directions,
on the one day if at all - most uncommon for
this normally perfect flying area. Maybe I am
just getting old or fussy, anyway the weather
looks good for a fly tomorrow.
We have the tow gear here and if thin~
look favourable we can always organise a towing day on the beach.
Flying aside, we recently had a good working bee at Nellies . This great takeoff has been
improved, and wi th some minor stump removal
will be perfect even for parapoints.
This only leaves the south east takeoff at
Middle Brother to be tackled and we will again
be one of the best hang gliding areas in Australia. I better stop this before I get carried away;
you all know Hang Glider Pilots don ' t bull ....

Tip For The Month
Always allow a littleextra,forthe unknown
factor.

Ben Leonard

Look I know what most are thinki ng around
this time of the year - will I enter the Classic
comp again this season,can it be better than last

Accommodation for Pilots
Facllitle6 Include ample parklne, TV lounee,
kitchen, laundry and public phone in the foyer.
Comforta17le 6urround6 encompa65

a wide cool verandah, a river that
provlde5 ample fi5hlne

at the 17ack

door and a BBQ area .

Pick up from local and Griffith airportB can be arranged

Forth

e non-flYin
of Your p
g rnernbers
fishing or s;~y. try a 4x4
The area h 9 tseelng tou
ast:\.l

r.

orchards and
t:rythlng frorn
sh
potato f.
t:t:p stau
arrns to
1 hour ~ ons and Is only
orn the Wineries.

Phone 069 672514 to arrange your accommodation package now
September 1994
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Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
Splendid winter weather for July/August blue, little rain,some snow,cool and cold - with
only a few pilots able to get in a short mid-week
fly before the wind was off, over the back or
just blown out. R oll on spring!
The highlight of the month was the annual
prize giving with 1st and the perpetual trophy
going to Paul Kirwan - Club Champion, 2nd to
Neil Glennon and 3rd to Marco Bareiss. Excellent trophies, thanks Nigel.
October long weekend (1-3rd) will feature
the club fly-in and competi tion at Tumut.
The club meets on the last Tuesday each
month at the Sportsman Hotel, Kildare Road,
Blacktownstartingat7 30pm. The club 's flyinin/competition day will bethefollowingweekend . Contact Dave (02) 6236961 or Garry (02)
644 4249
Garry Carr

Sydney Paragliding Club
This month kicks off with a kick in the butt
to me for putting the wrong date for the August
meeting in the last newscolumn - apologies to,
and discounted Von Blon carabiners for those
who were inconvenienced (I was looking at
July in the ca lendar - oops!) . The meetings are
always the second Monday of the month. In any
case itwas still well attended and the discussion
topic well debated. Erez Gust call me Elvis) of
APCO fame put on a choice display of goodies

from Israel - the harness swing in particular had
a few Champion punters back at Kindy singing
nursery rhymes. Horner was heard asking how
much the blow up doll was without the harness
- "but where do the batteries go?". Also, Andy
Howard achieved whatis probably a world first
- a deliberate reserve throw in a very formally
set Leagues Club dining room - the security
guards were wondering what sort of strange
kinky cl ub we were - silky white material, lots
of white lines, and funny looking blow up
dolls ..... .
The weather was not kind to the weekend
planned for Blackheath - snow on Saturday and
howling gales on Sunday. I ventured further
west and found some nice flying with Michael
Shyne at Bathurst whilst the guru Mitsi and his
disciples managed some great extended sledies
at Tumut (G ideon Yoffe was still grinning at
the meeting after his first high glide!!) The club
also sends speedy recovery wishes to Christy
Bishop who landed hard whilst doing a refresher course.
Stanwell has been turning on some great
days recently, but ya had to be there! Horner
(you can now call me the 'Legend ') made the
first crossing of the season to Mitchells and
beyond. A few days later I clocked up a round
trip of 46 kms in 2.5 hrs with turn points at
Burning Palms in the North, and just short of
Brokers Nose in the South . Sphincter Gary
from SA has a lso been enjoying himself on
these days and made the crossi ng too. Both days
were characterised with light SE winds and
general instability which produced mixed lift
that even students were skying out in - apart
from the temps you ' d swear it was summer.
The Black Magic award was steaming in
controversy after last months Presidential intervention and has as such, on Guru orders, been

Brad Cooper widt passenger Alan Gunders flying over desert
D onningtonAirpark, south of Townsville

temporarily converted to the Smelly Ballast
award for this month . Without a shadow of
doubt it goes to Greg Jefferies - he couldn'twait
for Lake Eildon to throw his reserve and
promptly let her rip on one of the best Stanwell
days ever. Apparently his Czech-made min .
sink machine went parachutal after a B-Une
stall - which is a really ugly thing to have
happen close to the hill . As Enda's law would
have it,just as the reserve started to unravel, the
glider was flying again - the reserve luckily
acted as a drogue chute and Greg put down on
the road behind the east launch with very smell y
ballast indeed.
The last meeting resolved to have a tow
endorsement weekend at Rylstone (finally!). It
will be on the weekend of August 27/28 with
Mark Mitsos as chief instructor, one winch and
2 static lines. Even students can learn to tow in fact in some countries towing is the only way
people learn to fly!
Until next time watch out for a few hot new
gliders around the place and keep flying safe.
GODFREY WENNESS

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

Who turns up to a hang g liding club meeting on a freezing Monday evening when there
has been abso lutely no flying to speak of with
no prospect of attaining such a fix? Well, heaps
of die hards, so thanks for coming.
New comers were Craig Baird, Heather
Cook and Kieth Maxwell who just returned
from a 3 year stint in South America after
deciding to travel rather than fly. You are all
most welcome.
Steve Hocking filled us in o n the details of
the Northern and Southern Regions and the
NSWHGAmeeting . Basically they are going to
change everything. Well they were and then
dec ided to change nothing, because hey, why
fix it if i t ain't broke?
Dave McLoskey tells us that we have over
20 grand to spend but that we should corne up
with a good reason to spend it. I suppose ... Bill
reckons we should hang onto it, let it grow and
one day a real good reason to spend it will come
up.
Canberra and the Alpine Regions are thinking about joining the NSWHGA because they
tend to get left out where they are.
The only flying in the offing is Rylestone
on the 13th and 14th . Bill and Clive will be
tugging, and if it is on, all will be going down
to Capertee Val ley for another breathtakingly
scenic flight. Lucky beggars, I have to be content with going skiing for four days during
Australias best season to-date!
Rylestone needs a new water tank.
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J en n y
Ganderton
dropped in
for breaky at
David
McLoskey's
place on arrival back from
the Women's
Worlds. They
went something like
this ...
The event
was held in
Washington
State wheat
belt country .
Don't leave your glider unattended for the street kids to
Pic t u r e
'graffitti'. Dalby SE Qld. Photo Tony Knight
Forbes if you
will. They enSteve "Mallard" Gilmore. Mallard because
joyed great conditions and averaged 90 kms
you cannot get him off your tail, much like a
daily. 46 pilots attended and on one of the days,
Mallard Caravan . This is in the context of hang
6 pilots goaled a 100 mile out and return! This
gliding by the way! Anyway ... he gave us a run
kinda begs the question ... Why do we split up
down of the Pre Worlds in Val DAger, Spain .
this sport by gender in the comps? Our 6 AusSteve Moyes also popped in to fill in any gaps
tralian pilots were doing exceptionally well up
of which there were very few as Steve Gilmore
until the final day. I have no detail as to what
competently held the floor, keeping us all spell
happened then ... sorry.
bound for4S minutes . That is after tell ing Dave
The event was won by Swiss pi lot, Anal ise
McLoskey tha t he was unaccustomed to and
Muller.
nervous about public speaking. Could have
fooled us Stevo.
In brief... 10 day comp wi th 170 pilots. Day
1 and Day 2 blew out. The last day was cancelled due to the fatal accident of a member of
the winning French team. The pilots were
achieving 12,000 feet every day in 500 to
pegged lift. T /0 was at SOooft. A task of 60 kms
would require a 3 hour retrieval due to the
mountainous geography and winding access
roads . Manfred Rumour won the event.
The scoring system was fairly laxidaisical
with 10 points either way notseeming to matter.
The tasks were set by the top pilots Ii ke Tomas,
Manfred and Chris Arai. Goal was achieved on
each day except the day the task was set by the
comp director.
The French team won the team award because they took off as a team, flew as a team
and landed as a team . Perhaps there ' s a lesson
here? The cost to each Australian pi lot all up
was in the region of $5,000.00 a nd they were
sponsored to the tune of $800.00. The French
Team makes their living out of it because they
are government sponsored and they win. Another lesson?
Rohan Holtkamp thought all his Christmases had arrived at once when he landed in
the middle of a huge dope plantation . It turned
out to be commercial hemp with no THC content... Sorry about the sore lungs Rohan .
Dave Adams was joined quite literally in
mid ai r when a pi lot flying just a Iittle too close
in the gaggle hooked his wing tip into Daves
luff lines. Daveshook the base bar and got away
with it!

'-.VHGA

~

NOWVHPA.
VHGAlVHPAlVHGPGAlVHGPGPHGAJ
VHGPGPHGMR ...
Well boys and girls, AGMs come and
AGMs go. As usual this one had its entertaining
moments.
There were extraordinary scenes this year
when the paragliding fraternity blatantly ignored our time honoured principles of apathy
and laziness and camealongwitha motion! Not
only that but it was written down on paper and
they'd been ... wait for it...lobbying!! And cop
this : they wanted to change the name of our
beloved Associa tion and, such was their audacity, they were going to do it democratically will they stop at nothing?

Naturally, the hang gliding communi ty was
incensed and, at one stage Ian Reece had to be
given tranquilizers. The situation was further
inflamed by a vicious attack by Rob Van der
Klooster on the Paragliding Representative.
Those cruel taunts of "Jelly Rep! Jelly Rep!"
are still echoing in my ears and they were only
Luke Gongard is working on a common
silenced by the quick work of Ray Williams
formatforall clubs to use in detailing their sites .
who managed to wrestle him to the ground.
The objective is to end up with what is essenUnfortunately I don't remember much else
~-------------.;...---------...
tially an Australian site
guide which will
achieve the following :

Come §Iy with us

We will have a
clearer idea of which
si tes can be used during
what weather patterns
without the need to call
Tom, Dick or Harry to
find out.
We will be fully
versed on the rules of
each site making it less
likely that we will lose
these sites due to abuse.
Those that do abuse
them will have no sanctuary in ignorance when
they get thei r arse kicked
for a busi ng our hard
won real esta te a nd good
name .
We will be having
an BBQatournext meet
on Monday September
12th at 7:00 pm. It will
cost a mere $5 .00 per
person; all are welcome
and my tip is to get there
on time.
See you on the
slopes, if noton the hills.

Greg Wilkinson
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VICTORIA

MT. COLE, BEAUFORT,
Victoria
1995 Victorian Open Hang Gliding
Competition-January 7th to 14th
Mt.Cole Challenge
Hang Gliding Trophy
(25km triangle course)
Mt.Cole Challenge
Para Gliding Trophy
(distance event)
Dynamic Flight Hang
Gliding School.
Instructor Rohan
Holtkamp lives &
operates locally.

(Competition for either Hang Gliding
or Para Gliding Challenge may be
conducted at an y time during the year)

Beaufort is situated one and a half
hours west of Melbourne on the
Western Highway.
Accommodation available:
Motel, hotels, caravan parks,
camping, bed 8' brea~t.
Competition accommodation at
Raglan Recreation Reserve
(with power, hot 8' cold showers)
Enquiries: Phone (053) 49 2845
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about the AGM except that somehow I got
conned on to the committee (thanks Strone!) so
you'll have to put up with this tripe for a whole
year. Hmm, so much for our cornerstones of
apathy and laziness.
I should say thanks to the outgoing committee for all their work and good luck to the new
one. You're going to need it with me on it.
But on to other things ...

The Winter Cross Country League Update (see below)
As I write this there are still four weeks of
winter to go. Though, I would imagine, you will
be reading this in spring. Nonetheless, there
have been some noteworthy cross country
flights so far this winter .
Basically everyone is being whipped by
Wes on his XT. And if this isn't humiliating
enough it's not even a new one! Maybe this
trend will continue into summer with all the top
pilots flying second hand Mars ' with homemade instruments .
I expect more competition for Wes now
Beavo is back from Spain. Then again Beavo
hasn't upgraded to an intermediate glider yet...
Come on everyone, let 's get those entries
in . Every time I close my eyes I see Wes smirkingat me!
Entries or news to Warwick Duncan, 15
Clarinda Road Essendon 3040 (fax 3303007) .
Outa here!

North East Victoria
Hang Gliding Club
Back in Maya 112 dozen orso of us decided
that the NEVHGC should really have monthly
meetings. A general meeting of the club was
organised to debate the ifs, whens and wheres .
They are now happening - the 1st Saturday of
each month, 7 .3OpmattheBrightShire Offices.
Everyone's welcome.
We have just had our third meeting for the
year. Our first quest speaker was at the July
Meeting, and I would like to reiterate our apprecia tion to Ian Jarman for giving a very pro-

fessional lecture and discussion on XC flying .
We are lucky in this country to have some of
the best people in the world in our sport, working for us. The talk was taped for club members
to borrow from our new Club library . I would
also like to thank Rob at Airborne for helping
us out with the raffle that night.
Brian Hayhow from Enterprise Wings
came down for our August meeting, and with
the aid of two very slick slide shows, gave us
an insight into glider certification and later on
in the evening, a day at the World Championships in the Owens Valley, USA. Brian's slide
shows remi nded us that when it comes to hang
gliding, buying Australian means we are buying the best in the world .
Well, well and wow. What else can be
happening in sleepy old North East Victoria .
The old Eagle Steve has gone off to the USA
leaving the young Eagles Mark and Jason
triking, tugging and causing mayhem in the ski
resorts. Hea ther has gone on a flying tri p to
Europe. It's about six weeks since Jeanette and
I flew Emu 2 back in Mid June.
Other Club events·coming up are the Club
AGM in September and a Parachute seminar, a
pool dunking night in October - yes, that's
right! Harness, glider, scuba diver and pilot in
a warm swimming pool and see what you think
of it scenario. Enterprise Wings are coming
down for an aerotow, gilder demo weekend on
Nov 5th and 6th . Moyes are having a demo
weekend on December 3rd and 4th. And then
of course the Bogong Cup on 28th December.
Tell you what folks . Living within view of
Mt Emu, having a 4,800ft Mountain Bike descent terminating at our back door and being at
the home of Australia 's only international XC
Ski Race makes life really tough - decisions,
decisions!
Safe Circles
Dermot

Eastern Hang Gliding
Club Inc

The AGM on 20
July saw the election of
a new president: Lance
Sheppard, and secretary: John Carter. Many
thanks must go to the
outgoing President in
Peter Batchelor and
successive people that
have contributed their
ti me as secretary during
the past year (Dave,
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Andy and Peter) . Peter in particular has been
extremely tenacious being a commi ttee number
for three years now, watching the club grow
from a group of around eight pilots who regularly flew together, to the current membership
of 100+ pilots (hang & para) . Peter ussenburg,
currently in New York, but due to return in
September, was re-elected treasurer; Peter
Batchelor will continue to look after the money
until his return. Also elected were Harry Summons to the position of Sen. Safety Officer,
Paul Tanner to look after comps and social
events and Peter Batchelor has taken on the PR
position. Harry in particular is a well respected
figure within the club with probably close to 20
years (or is it 4O?) of hang gliding experience
to draw on .
With th e recent e mphas is on Res tricted
(Novice) pilots requi ring an experienced (Adv)
pilotto accompany their flying until they obtain
their next rating, a proposal has been put to the
Eastern and Skyhigh club members to elect
weekend duty pilots (being Int or Adv) for our
current novice rated site "Three Sisters" . A
roster will hopefully be developed and distributed to members of both clubs giving novice
pilots the opportuni ty to fly regularly and safely
in the company of a more experienced pilot. As
I see ita major benefit, in addition to the obvious ones for upcoming pilots, is the reduction
of the chances of Restricted pilots being
tempted to fly sites and conditions beyond their
levels of skill and assessment. This will of
course help to reduce the risk of said inexperienced pilots jeopardising hard gained and often
delicate sites. My hope is that all pilots will see
the benefits of such a system and opt for a day
on the hill to help others make an easier transition through the ratings game.
Flying "Three Sisters" now also involves
adhering to a site protocol developed according
to the owner's requirements. A large sign has
been placed on the gate leading into the landing
paddock outlining the conditions for flying
here. Please adhere to them as this hill is one of
the safest (conditions permitting) and mosteasily accessible launches we have. For more information regarding "Three Sisters" you can
contact John Carter or Peter Batchelor at the
numbers listed below. Any Intermediate or Advanced pilots wishing to volunteer for a day on
the hill helping Restricted pilots please feel free
to contact any of the committee members.
I would also like to remind all pilots that
"Landscape" remains a closed site and under
the complete jurisdiction of Eastern Hang Gliding Club. Pilots wishing to fly this site must be
a financial member of EHGC and hold an Intermediate or Advanced rating. Current financial members have a signed, green sticker on
their membership card . If you don't have yours
and wish to fly "Landscape" you can post your
dues to John Carter. Please include a self-addressed and stamped envelope. Pilots new to
the area or who are not an EHGC member and
wish to fly "Landscape" can contact any ofthe
people listed below for further information . As

SKYSAILOR

Shalders (Secretary) on (053) 492174.

HGAWA

~.
~
Hi everylxxly,justa quick note to
let you know what's been happening
lately. The July AGM was successful
with 2 new members on the committee, Doug Trent as Vice President and
Jim Sherlock as Secretary. Many
thanks to the outgoing committee
members from last year, Mike Duffy,
Anna Munt, Michael Dorrough and
Mark Thompson.

Fee Increase
We voted at the AGM to increase the
HGAWA component of the membership fees to $25, a $5 increase. The fee
increase was implemented to enable
the HGAWA to take a more proactive
Casy& Gerry flying Rex Lookout, Cairns
role in site development, and to supphoto Phil StehLi
port the growing club structure within
WA. The full details, together with the
1994195 budget are contained in the
with any site it is essential that all pi lots adhere
May '94 issue of our newsletter, 'The High
to the si te requirements established by property
Flyer'.
owners with their club contact personnel.
Club Details
Contact numbers :
Sarah Chadwick,
our new treasurer, is
Lance Sheppard - 059 62 3570 Hm;
059 645101 Fax
endeavouring to
John Carter - 03 728 5203 Hm,
collate an up-to018 589 156 Mob
date list of all the
WA clubs, with
Peter Batchelor - 03 735 3095 Hm,
their vital statistics.
018 381 272 Mob
Hence if you have
Until the next exciting instalment,
formed a new club
Fly high, go far
recently, please
Lance Sheppard
contact Sarah on 09
3142749.

Western Victorian Hang
Gliding Club

The weather on the weekend of the 30th of
July was dismal but the meeting was successful
and great fun.
That evening at the meeting we were told
our club is now officially incorporated. The
club is also running a "Spring Competition"
which will be held from October 29th to November 1st. If anyone has any enquires please
contact Trevor Croden (President) on (03)
7478702 .
We would also like to congratulate Rohan
Holtkamp on his successful placing in the
Spanish Nations and the Re-Worlds .
Our next meeting will be he ld on the 27th
August at the Golden Age Hotel in Beaufort.
The meeting usually begins around 8 .00 pm
after the fly-in that afternoon. Everyone is welcome to come and join in the fly-in, for any
enquires or questions please contact Nicole
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less erosion of the existing take off spots.

MtRennie

Nicky

Derek Morrell, the owner of the farm with Mt
Rennie on it, recently suggested that the track
up to the top of Mt Rennie badly needed upgrading. Hence we have engaged an earthmoving contractor to upgrade the track, including a
new less-steep route that will make it a lot easier
for 2-wheel drive vehicles and combies to get
up the hill . The cost of the track upgrade will
be in the region of $1,600.

Heinrlcks
Heinricks, at Geraldton, is now off limits as
somebody (unknown) recently drove across
one of the farmer's crop paddocks.

Parachute Deploying
I recently climbed into my harness and whilst
laying on my back on the lounge room floor
tried a practice parachute deployment. I was
surprised to find I had a lot of difficulty in
getting the parachute, in its deployment bag,
out of the harness parachute pocket at all.
Hence, I am currently assessing methods to
improve the ease with which I can deploy my
parachute, whilst ensuring that the parachute
will not be inadvertently deployed.
Given my own difficulty, I think it is worthwhile if we all try a practice deployment to
ensure no surprises are thrust upon us whilst in
the air.
Danny Byrne •

Shelley's
Beach
Graham and Doug
advised that CALM
have not yet made a
decision on the future carpark configuration, etc at
Shelleys . Graham
and Doug will be
suggesti ng
to
CALM that the decision on the
Shelleys take off
improvements
could be segregated
from the carpark issue. Hopefully this
will expedite the decision required for
the Shelley'S take
off, and result in

SUNSHINE PARAGLIDING has a great selection of well
established flying sites in the Noosa/Cooloola/Sunshine
Coast and Hinterland Region just north of Brisbane.
We structure courses to suit different peoples needs so
come and visit! We can arrange budget to first class
accommodation and have plenty of alternative
activities if the weather is not flyable, such as Peel,
Speedsail, Windsurfing, Canoeing and Mountain Bikes!

SUNSHINE PARAGLIDING
P.O. Box 1371 • Noosa Heads
Queensland 4567· AUSTRALIA
MOBILE TELEPHONE CONTACT

015 158 745 or 018 754 157
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FOUND
Watch gent's stainless steel,ibronze analogue face.
Found on south face of Bald Hill around 18 July contact
Ben Kennedy 03 5448133 ex 245, 9-9 pm .

057501217 AH ph/fax

9180091 H, 9382855 W or 9056339 fax

Paragllder Para Pacific Monarch 24 18 mths old
25 hrs gd cond suit beginner 60-85 kg easy to launch &
fly complete with speed system harness & bag $900 ph
Rod 03 7904820 B, 059 443815 AH

Aero 170 Race (nov/int) blue/White LE purple/blue US
new wires fully faired 100 hrs gd nick + Air Support
harness purple/blue suit 5'10' also Afro 8000 flight
deck varia AS I, att, total energy com pensated LD computer $2500 one ph Peter 02 7961298

WANTED
Sting 154 (int) in v gd cond gd price for right glider ph
Kerry 02 9844771 after 6.30 or 4863222
Blade 2 141, XS 2 142 or XS 3142 with low air time
ph Jason 015 287522
1 good to excellent 170 Mars sail price negotiable
074498573

PARAGLIDERS
Queensland
Edel Racer 21 OK cond speed machine $1500 also
Ventus Tandem Paragllder38 sq m great buy$looo
ph 015158745, 075 745479

New South Wales

Western Australia
Paragllder Merlin 26 sq m 12AAcpui as new less than
3 hrs genuine sale $2700 one also
Tourist 28 sq m speed system gd nov pamglider ex
cond $800 ono ph 098 805161
Paragllder Swing Prisms 2G (adv) suit 55-80 kg 65
hrs airtime vgc $2000 also
Paragllder Edel Apollo 24 yellow suit 55-80 kg 20
hrs airtime vgc $2400 ono also
Paraglider Edel Apollo 27 yellow suit 80-100 kg 5
hrs airtime ex cond $2800 with Edel Force harness also
Paragllder Edel Orion 24 green suit 55-80 kg 25 hrs
airtime vgc $3000 one with harness
Reserve parachute for paraglider E-25 bmnd new
with manual, weight 2.1 kg $380 ph Jiri Hlavaty 09
2551363

Paragllder Edel Space 27 sq m safe top perf int wing
90-120 kg 4 risers & speed system $2200 with harness
ph Mike 02 7074325 AH

HANG GLIDERS
New South Wales

Victoria

Foil 11508 KevlarRace Ont)greyLE red US inexcond
thoroughly checked by Enterprise Wings $1000 ph 02
6659186 or 5976189

Reserve parachute Edel 30 m2 pulled apex new
$450 ph 058 215957 AH
Paragllder Falhawk Neo 27 sqm 3 hrs airtime as
new complete with newr used full Airbull hamess &
back protector + integral rear mounted reserw $2000
G Deathridge
Paragllder Falhawk Neo 22 sq m with basic Airwave
harness. Good speed, easy launch & a solid feel give
stress.fiee flight to any beginner (Acpuls all A's, a very
safe wing). Weight range 55-75 kg hook~n (ie, ind all
equip except glider) . Ex cond no rips, no damaged lines,
no salt water, 30 hrs airtime. Wantto sell to a good home
for ANY REASONABLE OFFER. Ph Rachael 03
8884863 AH, 03 8983742 BH
Paragllder Para-Pacific Monarch 24 18 mths old
25 hrs gd cond suit beginner 60-85 kg easy to launch &
fly complete with speed system hamess & bag $900 call
Rod 03 7904820 BH, 059 443815 AH
Paragllder Sigma 25 nov/int 10 hrs genuine airtime
as new blue + hamess & PA reserw (never used) the
bargain of the year at $2450 one ph Ted 018573879 or

Attention! !

Blitz 14G (exp intI lilac & tt blue US kevlar LEITE as
new cond $2600 ph Crock 049 524856
Airwave K4 154 Ont) tt green LE white TS $3200 18
mths old also
Airwave Magic Kiss 154 Ont) dk blue LE white TS
$1200 also
Skysystems pod harness suit 180 em tall pilot blue
with rainbow stripe $250 +
Parachute & packing manuals $250 or $400 for
both ph Dick 02 3872613 H or3315118 leaw message
Biltz 155 (exp intI green & white ex cond low hrs $2200
also
Blackhawk harness $200 also
PA chute $500 also
Vario $200 also
Hyd, payout winch $500 ph 067953415, 015571681
Gyro 21 GO (nov) ideal 1st glider red LE gd cond $1100
one also
Danny Scott Twister blue & grey brand new cond
flown twice slim 57' $300
also
Xtrallte 137 (exp intI like
new goes great $1000 off
new price $4200 one 042
942212

All Trike PUots & Students
Ifyou haven't got a copy of
Sky Cycles' Weight Shift Aircraft Training Program, read on!!
This program is a CAA approved study program, especially
written for trike students and instructors.
It is designed to be used as a self-study course, taking you from your
first TIF flight, right through to your unrestricted licence.
Practice Exams, with answers, are supplied for Rules of the Air,
Basic Aeronautical and Extended Operations.
Instructors: This manual will make your technique easier and
your students' learning more comprehensive.

Video Available
For your copy, phone us at
Sky Cycles, 14 Northern Ave,
~entone,1Vic.3194

Phone: 03 587 5975
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Airborne Edge base 1 yr & 135 hrs old extras inel:
tacho water tempemture gauge, thermostat , cylinder
head wnt kit, dual exhaust gas tempemture gauge, 12
volt power supply, remote chokes , intake & after silencers , compass console , C-type gear box with new
prop, impeccably maintained, log books , plus brand
new Edge Executive wing $17,500 ring Luke ph 02
8745260
Airborne Edge 1 yr & 68 hrs old ex cond full instruments, many extras, as seen in colour centrefold of
June Skysailor$17,ooo ring Steve 02 9754445
Airborne Edge wing only gd cond newr damaged
$2750 ono ph Luke 02 8745260
Airborne Edge wing brand new sail perf cond $4500
ph Luke 02 8745260
XT 165 (int) 100 hrs purple LE white MS mid blue
yellow/White US speed bar batten profile manual v
clean $2000 also
Tracer harness blue/black side entry front chute compartment heaps of stomge head adjusts suit 6'1 ' string
bean $520 ph Jason 015 287522
Pegasus Quasar 1 full instruments + more aircraft
strobe lights underneath immac cond 45 hrs total on
meter 503 air cooled Arplast prop & a spare Iva prop 1st
to see will buy $18000 ono also
Communica communications gear helicopter helmet style with chin guard & lcom A20 VHF radio mint
cond price neg. ph 042 963861
XT 165 (int) 9 mths old ex cond speed bar black US red
LE grey TS $2600 one ph 042 258559
GT 190 Ont) red LE blue US white MS gd cond ideal int.
glider for bigger pilot $400 ph Vincent 066 857034 BH
Biltz 137 (exp intI white LE pink US orange TS 30 hrs
airtime ex cond $2500 one ph Jo 066 280356 or 075
326937
European body bag harness small $200 ana ph Jo
066 280356 or 075 326937
Desire 141 Ont) Ige A-frame white LE yellow front US
panel blue 2nd US panel comp sleews ex cond 25 hrs
$3900 one must sell can ship anywhere in Aust ph 042
941898AH

o Scott Racer harness brand new suit 5'8'-6'2' hot
colours save $300 off new price $650 also
Tandem chute High Energy Sports as new $620
042943701 , 015247394

Lltek vario gd cond
clamps onto round uprights $150 one ph 066
853358

AirBorne Edge 1 yr& 109 hrs old full instrumentation,
complete maintenance log, great wing colours perf cond
inel custom built tmiler worth $800 total price $17000 ph
Carlo 02 5671883

Combat 152 Ont) grey
Le lime US sleeved new
side wires great perform
with gd handling $1600
also
Ban varlo 652 1 ft increments with ASI , in gd order $400 ph 02 5211033
H, 7591177 W

Sting 118 (nov) pink mylar LE dk & tt blue US suit new
buyer ideal for lady or small pilot $2500 ph 02 3875622

Moyes Extrallte 137
(exp intI low hrs 8 mths
young ex cond fluor pink
LE mid blue & fluoro lime
US white 4 OZ & power rib
TS extras inel mylar 2 ply
TE leech lines & waterproof silwr UV bag save
owr $1000 on new only
$3950 ph Glen Salmon 02

Blitz 146 (exp intI kevlar LE pink& mauve US a bargain
@ $2000 one ph Troy 049633281 or 661089
Desire 151 (int) white MS & LE fluoro yellOW crocodile
US 30 hrs $3800 ono also
Foil 160 Race (int) white MS fluoro green LE white &
fluoro yellow US $700 also
Alrsport Wedgle harness grey cordum heavy duty
suit 175-185 cm , 75-95 kg pilot $350 ph Lachlan 066
291365
AirBorne Edge AI cond full instrumentation compass
'C' type gear box 1110 prop plus spare wooden prop 135
hrs strobe light & covers $14 ,500 with trailer ph 049
371781 or 049 583988 W
Moyes Tracer harness brand new suit 5'8'-5'10'
front entry front chute camera pockets tow loops loads

SKYSAILOR

of storage, adjustable angle of attach , bag & steel
carabiner ind $500 ($300 less than new price!) ph 02
3163287 W, 042 261707 H
Gyro II 180 (nov) in ex cond w~h v low flying time +
well maintained cocoon harness . This glider has a
yellow & wMe sail w~h a blue centre stripe. It is the
perfect glider for a nov or new pilot as it is easy to fly &
very forgiving $1400 ono ph 047 826486
Trike wing - tat Edge vgc has the Edge airfmme. Has
the advantage of a lower stall speed $3500 ph Lee 065
565265
Desire 151 (int) immac cond 20 hrs new save $1 Ooos
$3500 ono ph Peter 066 853358, 015 257699
Edge 582 - trike base only 180 hrs CHT, AH, ASI ,
Tacho, hour meter only $12000 great cond ph Lee 065
565265
95-10 AirBorne trike Edge wing and Buzzard base
Wing 15 mths old magenta & fluoro yellow US motor
503 dual ignition done approx 70 hrs 'C' type gear box
wMe Catto ground adjustable prop spats & instruments
un~ in immac cond $12000 ph 068 522049
Ball 651 vario/alt $350 also
HI-Energy parachute $350 both in gd cond ph Phil
McCaig 049 733809
Mars 170 (nov) vgc wMe MS dk blue LE rainbow US
Foill150B (int) fair/poor cond 2 helmets ex cond Blackhawk pod (red , black trim) gd cond parachute never
used Ball 651 vario gd cond Electrophone UHF FM
CB radio ex cond (w~h mike, speaker and press-to-talk
switch wired up to helmet, recharger) Winch towing
harness hand fairings ASI etc Mark Fletcher 02
5595803 weekends & after 7 pm weekdays

low hrs $1700 also
Pod large as new $400 ph Neil Mersham 066 853178
XS II 142 (exp int) wMe LE red white orange US 1.5
yrs old has only ewr had 1 bent upright used to hold
Manilla long distance record $2500 ono ph Ian Duncan
02 9189962

2nd ownergd cond $1000 ph Steve 075 992122 AH
Mission 170 (nov) gd cond red MS quick sale $700 ph
Ken 075 435631
Foil 139 Combat II Qnt) white LE grey & aqua US ex
cond 1 yr old $2000 ph Birg~ 075 435631 or Dermot 057
572910 for test flying M1 Beauty, Vic

Mission 170 (nov) aqua dk blue fluoro yellow w~h exira
large pod harness, emergency chute & helmet gd
cond $2100 ph Ray 02 5227293

Ball M50 airspeed speed ring total energy nearly 2 yrs
old ex cond $800 ph 075 435631

South Australia

XT 165 (int) gd cond blue LE high visibility orange &
yellow US gd cond only 17 hrs $2200 ono ph 07
2657276

Aero 150 (int) gd cond flies well $1600 will deliver to
any city in Australia ph Anthony 088 464053 AH, 088
422177 BH
XS 142 (exp int) this glider performs well & flies sweetly
fluoro pink & turquoise US the rest is wh~e $2000 ono
give Ian a ring on 08 2675401
Blitz 155 (expint)wh~e TS greymylarLE & TEaimson
& sky blue US gd cond flys well & never been bent will
freight $1850 ph Col 088 273218
Sting 115& (nov/int) faired posts speed barvlight & easy
to set up gd beginner through to int glider as new cond
low hrs $1950 ono (bought trike) also
Sjostrom vario & digital altimeter gd cond $450
ono ph 08 3262908
XS 142 (exp int) f1uoro orange LE lime green TS yellow
dk green lime green US flies well ind fins $1500 ono
also
World Beater 151 (inl) pink LE wMe MS crisp sail
$500 ono ph Sue or Colin 08 3771641 AH

GTR 1152 (int) w~h cocoon harness and parachute blue
LE wMe MS 70 hrs airtime ex cond $1000 the lot ph
Peter 02 9628663

Enterprise Wings Aero 2 Ont) 15 hrs air time pink
white grey colouring as new $1700 ono also
Flytech 3020 instrument un~ no wind vane used twice
$650 ono ph 08 2581405, if no one home please leave
a message

Foil Combat 152 (int) turquoise crimson US wh~e LE
& TS sleeved new side wires . My trusty Foil has been
regularly maintained & is in vgc but must make way for
my new Desire $1700 ono 042 681074

Aero 1155 Racer Ont) 75 hrs lilac LE omnge & lilac US
ex cond $2200 one owner ph Tony 075 909719

Mission 170 (nov/int) ex cond batten profile & manual

Moyes XS Easy 155 (int) green LE pink & purple US

Queensland

Mission 170 (nov) green Le yellow It blue & wMe US
$1100 also
Pod harness yellow med in gc $200 the lot $1300
cheap flying for the beginner ph Paul 070 965531 , 015
162293
XS 155 (exp int) sail only 2 yr old all bottom wires
replaced king post hang $900 ono ph 079 726840
Moyes XT 165 Vnt) red LE blue & wh~e TS & US ex
cond low hrs 2 spare uprights 2 spare base bars ex UV
resistant colours flies & looks great the ideal beginners
glider $2300 ono ph 070 519392
Moyes XT 165 (int) 40 hrs $2 ,200 also
Sting 115& Qnt) 20 hrs $2000 also
Sting 154 (int) brand new only test flown selling due to
ill health $3070 also
Tracer hames. brand new $750 ph 079 461157
XT 165 Race (int) ex cond w~h all the fittings $2000
ono also
Xtralite 147 (exp int) 5 mths very 1~le use power rib
LE mylar sail bargain $3500 will deliver also
Aero Race 165 Vnt) only 45 hrs immaccond with scrim
LE pink & f1uoro yellow exe glider just $2100 also
Pod harness Moyes Ige red $200 also
Blackhawk pod med-Ige near new $300 also
Danny Scott Racer harness 184 cm/6ft Ige $480 ph
070519392
XS 142 (exp int) purple & turquoise 2 yrs old flies exira
well $1500 going cheap ph Helen 075963701
Blitz 1 55 (exp int) wh~e kelllar LE black & blue US great

I stole this trike on floats!
That's exactly what you'll be saying if you take advantage of this once only offer.
...-Airborne Edge 582 LC with 14 foot "Full Lotus" floats .
/Trike has a full instrument panel including compass .
...-Full covers for trike and has UV resistant wing bag.
...-Comes fitted with IVO prop plus spare wooden prop.
...-Trike trailer has pulley set up and racks to carry floats.

BE
QUICK
DON'T
MISS
OUT!

-

I'm currently involved in four separate
businesses and working 7 days a week
and starting a fifth. Unfortunately for
me that means I don't get time to use
this fantastic, one-of-a kind, fun machine half as much as I'd
like to . The second problem is that I NEED CASH NOW to
help my latest business venture. I have to sell this trike
VERY SOON. If I don't sell it immediately, I will end up
keeping it, for my 5th business is aimed at giving me plenty
of time for future fun.

September 1994

"'-Includes pump for floats and special low pressure gauge.
...-Complete Full Lotus manual, all fittings and spare bladders.
...-Intercom system, PTT and ICOM VHF radio are included .
"'-Trike has just been re-registered with the HGFA, has just over
200 hours, has been well maintained and runs beautifully.

THIS
ISA
ONCE
ONLY
OFFER
I'm not prepared to separate anything,
as I don't really want to sell, I have to.
Thi5 package owes me approximately
$22,000 but if you act straight away, you
can walk away with it all for just $17,000 and laughing.
It's strictly first in with the money, best dressed, so if
you're at all interested, ring me, Steve Bailey, today on my
work number which is 065 547600 or leave a message on
my home answering machine 065 556569, and I'll ring
you back.
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cond $1800 ph 074 919498
Moy•• XT 1 &5 lint) red LE blue & wh~e US & TS batten
profile & owners manual 2 spare uprights & 2 base bars
low hrs 65 hrs ex UV resistant colours flies & looks great
$2300 ono ph 070 519392
Combat lint) as new cond has been stored for the last
2 yrs total air time 15 hrs as new cond not a wrinkle in
the sail would suit a pilot moving up from an int to high
perform glider who wants to saw thousands Pink LE
blue & white US superb handling & high perform on a
near new glider at almost half the cost $2400 plus
shipping ph 070 341451
Xtrallt. 147 (exp int) 4 mths old ex cond $3700 ono
also
XT lS5 x 2 Ont) gd cond exe colours $2000 ea ph 070
519392
Swap or Trade up/down: 1 x IBM 48IS SX cornputer bought new 15 hrs use value $2800 appeal to
interested parties or hang glider manufacturer. I desperately need hamess similar to Exact or Danny Scott,
reserve parachute and Icom channel 40 radio willing to
swap or trade up/down ph 075 299854
Mis.lon 170 (nov) blue LE & wh~e MS gd cond $1600
ph Geoff 079 923137
Foil 139 Combat II lint) white LE grey & aqua US low
hrs 1 yr old glider in M1 Beauty for test flying $2500 ono
ph Birgit 075 435631 or Dermot 057 572910
Biltz 14& (exp inl) not a yr old 60 hrs gd cond orange
grey US $1880 ex 1st high perform glider also
Aero 170 Ont) 40 hrs • blue/pink only $1750 ph 075
991363
Moy•• MI •• lon 170 (nov) low hrs blue LE fluoro pink
US with small fluoro yellow triangle faired king post
speed bar spare round A-frame batten profile & manual
waterproof cover pod ham e •• High Energy chute
Skytech flight deck In.truments Pagen books all
vgc $2900 leaving sport due to work commitments ph
076613498
Sun.hlne Coast front entry hamess 8 hrs flying
time suit 5'4' ex cond $400 must sell going OIS ph Matt
074498573

XT IS5 Ont) ex cond only 90 hrs $2200 also
Tracer hame•• near new suit med build 172 em $600
also
Oz va rio $200 also
Larg. Moye. wheels $90 ph Brian 075 372372 or 07
2668959
XS 155 (exp int) dk blue LE fluoro yellow US wh~e MS
king post hang gd cond only $950 ono ph Daryt 074
463010 anytime

Victoria
Moye. Mission 170 (nov) vgc with small wheels
batten profile & manual also ind a Ige pod suit approx.
6' $1950 ph Steve 03 7548401
Airborne Edg. vgc full instruments new glider bag &
lessons thrown in $13500 also
Biltz 14& (exp int) mylar LE & TE nice colours low hrs
spare upright gd 1st high perf with new glider bag all gd
cond ph Jason 057 551724 or 018 570168
Combat 152 Ont) vgc 3 yrs old fluoro yellow/pink US
$2600 ph Stuart 03 4398264
Foil 139 Combat 2 (int) low airtime glider in exc cond
$1999 ono ph Dermot for a test flight Conargo/Brighl/Mt
Beauty 057 572910
Cocoon ham ••s vgc suit 5'11 ' -6'2' Deluxe model
heavy duty construction . Inel parachute container
& additional pocket. Blue with rainbow strip across front.
V comf $1 00 ph Mark 054 261346

Foil C Ont) yellow scrim LE white MS pink & black US
$1800 also
Mara 170 x 3 (nov) all with fully replaced lower rigging
wires plus new uprights $600 ea 057 551724
XS 155 (exp int) It blue TS pink US flies well gd cond
$1500 Fiona Waddington PO Box 230 Apollo Bay Vic
3233
XT IS5 Ont) ex cond with speed bar & scrim LE looks
new with batten profile & owners manual $2500 ph
Gavin 03 4896550
Airwave Magic 4 half race lint) red mylar LE pocket
4.8 ozdacron MS mid blue US faire king post & uprights
(one spare) variable geometry 65 hrs logged airtime
mint cond must sell no longer flown price $800 also
Moye. pod hames. black with gold stripe many
added features ind drink water bladder etc su~ 5'6' 5'10' pilot $250 also
Paradynamlcs 'Mosqulto' rapid deployment
backup parachute 1.5 second deployment time sink
rate 18 fps $400 (will sell as complete or separate)
contact Ian O'Neill 03 8876208 or BH 018 178945
Trike 582 low noise Quasar 2 Solar Wings Pegasus
100 hrs full instrument ASI , VSI , CHT, EGT, Tacho,
compass , in-flight trim . Fuel gauge fully maintained w~h
full set of logs superb cond new $30000 sell $25500 ono
ph 03 6465459 or 03 6468838

w~h

Quantum 582 trike as seen at Holbrook. Won the best
presented 2 seater trike Trophy. TT 60 best offer T22722 ph Don 015 438016

Airwave 2 145 Ont) this glider has a Swiss tube 7000
series airframe & a mylar sail. It is very light & very fast.
IF you are getting into comps this year you definitely will
not be left behind with this one. It's in very good cond &
at $2300 ~ 's the best deal in speed you will get this side
of the Bogong Cup ph Dermot for a test flight Conargo/Brighl/Ml Beauty 057 572910

Airborne Buzzard trike Tl .2048 Rotax 532 LC 2
blade prop water temp CHT, ASI , ALT, compass, wired
for UHF radio, covers , Arrow wing , complete w~h reg istered custom trailer $5950 ono ph Robert 053981815
AH

Foil 152 Combat (int) white MS blue & pink US 15-20
hrs old sleeved LE & half battens $2600 ph Justin 03
7619467, 7291008 W
Trike Pegasus XL high power 462 Rotax 40 hrs TT
all red cart, red & black wing vgc $16000 ph 056 292608
or 015304039

Edge 582 grey (# 006) 328 hrs T2-2525 , full dash gd
nick ind BRS rocket chute $12000 ph Chris 018772480
or 070 985616

Combat 2 152 lint) LE sleeves & extra half battens
purple LE pink & purple US ex cond $2700 ph Phil 060
562885

Combat 139 Ont) gd cond $1650 ono also
Foil 140 Ont) gd cond make an offer suit smaller pilot
ph Marjorie 070 953325, 921316 AH , 953857 fax

Biltz 1 ~ (exp int) orange LE wMe MS orange US low
hrs ex cond will swap for gd cond XT or Aero 165 $2300
ono also

XS 142 (exp int) ex cond low hrs wh~e LE & TS lemon
& • blue US skies out well & has been treated with much
TLC ring $2200 ono Heather 057 551503
Sjostrom vario/altl ex working order never been over
18,000 ft $350 ph Brian Read 057 279421

ACT
XT 1 65 (int) ex oond well maintained ordered new less
than 2 yrs ago in hot colours fluoro yellow scrim LE sky
blue with fluoro pink TS fluoro yellow & pink US w~h
speed bar & wheels reluctant sale incl manual batten
profile spare hang loop & down tube free delivery to
Sydney region or equivalent all for $2490 ph Peter 06
2315878
Xtralite137 (exp inst) mylar
$3500 also
XR 149 (inVadv) $2500 also
Mission 170 (nov) $1500
also
Icom IC40 $350 ph Tove or
Grant 06 2941466
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DET~RMIN£D

Mission 170 (nov) gd cond
60 hrs red LE wh~e TE yellow
US speed bar batten profile
manual spare hang loops &
some hardware. My 1st glider
no prangs still flys v nicely
only selling so I can finally
afford to upgrade $1200 ono
ph Ian 06 2971674 H , 06
2656158 W

HANq G,LlDI N4
SCHOOL

Western
Australia

---- TO i1\E RuLE:.'
AUAN'S

Xact II harness gd cond
black & pink $540 ph Danny
093872893 H, 3167628 W
Moye. Tracer Pod red w~h
yellow as new genuine 4 hrs
old si ze 5 '8' -6 ' $450 09
5724200
XT 1&5 Ont) brand new v
cheap ph Mike H 09
4442569, 018919576
Combat 2152 (exp) yellow
& black tiger stripes comp
sleeves & extra half battens
ex cond ph Dave Wellington
093107100 •
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Call
Chris or
Johanne at
Flyright Aviation
018490622

